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Allocating Under Water: Reforming California’s Groundwater Adjudications

By M. Rhead Enion

Executive Summary

Overdraft of groundwater basins threatens the reliability of California’s future water supply. California leads the nation in groundwater extraction. On an average year, groundwater makes up thirty percent of California’s total water supply. Cities throughout the Central Valley, including Fresno, rely exclusively on groundwater.

At the same time, California’s dysfunctional water law has made regulation of groundwater use difficult. Each overlying landowner has the right to share in that scarce resource for a given groundwater basin in California. More so than with surface water, it is difficult for the right holders to self-regulate groundwater use. Withdrawals from the basin occur out-of-view, and underground water levels are typically unseen and unknown. This mix of easy public access; limited oversight; and gradual, unseen consequences sets up a classic tragedy of the commons.

California, unlike other western states, lacks a statewide groundwater regulatory regime. Other states, such as Colorado and Arizona, have statewide groundwater management regulations or permit groundwater just as they permit surface water appropriation. Most western states, but not California, have moved to integrate groundwater and surface water management. Yet, for antiquated reasons, California law has long artificially distinguished groundwater from surface water rights, permitting and regulating the latter but not the former.

Absent state regulation and permitting of groundwater rights, the main recourse for disputes over the use of that groundwater in California has been with the courts. Groundwater users in southern California turned to litigation when faced with serious overdraft and potential destruction of groundwater resources. In twenty-two instances to date, litigation over groundwater has resulted in court adjudication of a groundwater basin. These groundwater adjudications have been informed by California’s unrealistic distinctions between surface and groundwater rights. Either for strategic reasons or for lack of perceived legal authority, groundwater adjudications tend to ignore interconnected surface water users.

While perhaps the best of a poor set of alternatives, judicial adjudications of groundwater basins in California are hardly a model of water management efficiency. Court adjudications of groundwater basins have been time-consuming (some lasting decades) and resource-intensive. The settlement agreements that result are sometimes overly protective of the property interests of a few large water users in the area and do not typically impose aggressive measures to protect the basins.
from overdraft. Adjudicatory judgments have often ignored environmental concerns, particularly water quality issues in basins. While successful by some measures, adjudications have not led to the definitive determination of groundwater rights that parties have sought. Nor have adjudications led to the type of efficient exchange of allocations and water rights that one might expect of defined property rights.

This paper unearths the history of groundwater adjudications in California, draws lessons from that history and from California’s water rights system, and makes recommendations to improve groundwater management through adjudications.

**Recommendations**

The overarching goal of the recommendations in this paper is to facilitate the market-based exchange of water rights within an adjudicated basin. To accomplish this goal, I recommend a set of modifications to the management of adjudicated groundwater rights to make it easier to exchange water entitlements and water allocations, mindful of the constitutional restrictions on governmental takings and existing water rights. Some adjudicated basins have already sought amendments to the court judgment to make transfers and water storage easier to accomplish.

I focus on two types of potential reforms. Recommendations described in Part 4.A offer changes that could be implemented through the California legislature or the courts to make litigation over groundwater run more smoothly. Recommendations described in Part 4.B seek to improve the management of adjudicated groundwater basins.

**Reforms to improve litigation of groundwater basins (See Part 4.A):**

- Courts should exercise their equitable power to acquire jurisdiction over users of both groundwater and connected surface water in an adjudication. Courts should require the joinder of relevant surface rights holders in groundwater adjudications in order to fully determine groundwater rights while also protecting existing surface water rights.

  - The Legislature should revisit the recommendations for streamlining court adjudications outlined in the Governor’s Commission. The 1978 Governor’s Commission offered many procedural and substantive improvements to streamline judicial groundwater adjudications that remain worthy of consideration today.

- The Legislature should remove all references to “subterranea streams” from the Water Code. The antiquated legal concept of “subterranean stream” is without physical basis. All groundwater should be considered “percolating” under the law.

**Establish a state water court.** The California legislature should establish a specialized water court, similar to the system used by Colorado, to handle all water litigation, including groundwater adjudications.

**Improve the tracking of groundwater use statewide and consolidation of local groundwater data.** A state database tracking groundwater use would limit the time spent researching such questions in adjudications.

**Reforms to improve management of current and future adjudicated basins (See Part 4.B):**

- Create entitlement shares to represent each right holder’s portion of the groundwater resource. Right holders should each receive entitlement shares, which would represent their right to a portion of the water resources in the basin.

  - Periodically award allocation shares to entitlement owners. Entitlement holders should receive periodic allocation shares. Each allocation share would represent a portion of the safe yield, distributed in proportion to the number of entitlement shares.

- Use extraction rights, tied to the land, to prevent localized harm from excess groundwater production. In order to extract groundwater from land overlying
the basin, the owner of that land must have an extraction right. A watermaster, by regulating extraction rights, could prevent excessive local extraction on a given piece of land.

**Account for environmental liabilities before allocating water in the basin.** Environmental water needs should be considered in advance of defining the safe yield and subsequent water allocations. In addition, an environmental entitlement should be used to help protect inflow water use.

**Use a storage license to prevent harm to the basin and require those who seek to store water in the basin to convert the right to stored water to basin allocation share.** To protect the basin from improper recharge and storage use, the watermaster should require storage licenses that are functionally similar to the storage agreements required in some adjudications today. When a licensee stores water in the basin, he should receive—in exchange for that stored water—an appropriate number of allocation shares.

**Instead of “carry-over” credits in a basin, require periodic retirement of unused allocations.** To improve flexibility and safe yield accounting, allocations shares should gradually expire and carry-over credits should be deprecated.

**Increase exchange of water allocations and entitlements.** Watermasters should establish rules for market-based trading of allocation and entitlement shares. Unlike prior attempts at exchange pools, prices for trading should be market-based with only regulatory oversight by the watermaster.

**Introduction**

California leads the nation in groundwater extraction. On an average year, groundwater makes up thirty percent of California’s total water supply. Cities throughout the Central Valley, including Fresno, rely exclusively on groundwater.

California depends on groundwater use and takes advantage of the connection between surface and groundwater for water storage and water transfer. For example, an intricate web of laws, responsibilities, agencies and infrastructure manage much of the water supply for the City of Los Angeles through the use of spreading grounds in the San Gabriel River along with flows from the San Gabriel River through the Whittier Narrows.

Groundwater, however, is a scarce resource. Overdraft of groundwater basins threatens the reliability of California’s future water supply. At the same time, California’s dysfunctional water law has made regulation of groundwater use difficult.

Each overlying landowner has the right to share in that scarce resource for a given groundwater basin in California. More so than with surface water, it is difficult for the right holders to self-regulate groundwater use because withdrawals from the basin occur out-of-view and underground water levels are typically unseen and unknown. This mix of easy public access; limited oversight; and gradual, unseen consequences sets up a classic tragedy of the commons problem.

California has attempted to reform its groundwater management before. Pursuant to an executive order by Governor Jerry Brown, the Governor’s Commission to Review California Water Rights Law issued its final report in 1978. Many of the Commission’s general recommendations and specific legislative initiatives concerned California’s groundwater management and groundwater rights. Included in those recommendations were changes “designed to facilitate the adjudicatory process and to ‘reduce the length and cost of adjudications.’” While many of these recommendations remain viable and a few have been indirectly adopted, the recommendations failed at the legislative level.
Absent the political will for state regulation and permitting of groundwater rights, the main recourse for disputes over the use of that groundwater, besides local negotiation, is with the courts. While successful by some measures, court adjudications of groundwater have not led to the definitive determination of groundwater rights that parties have sought. Court adjudications of groundwater basins in California have been time-consuming (some lasting decades) and resource-intensive. The settlement agreements that result are sometimes overly protective of the property interests of a few large water users in the area and do not typically impose aggressive measures to protect the basins from overdraft. Adjudicatory judgments have often ignored environmental concerns, particularly water quality issues in basins. Nor have adjudications led to the type of low-transaction-cost exchange of water allocations and water rights that one might expect of defined property rights.

Before describing court adjudications of groundwater in Part 3, it is necessary to first understand the science and law governing groundwater use. (See Parts 1 and 2, respectively.) Groundwater and surface water are typically interconnected, yet California water law often treats the two as distinct and unconnected. Excessive groundwater withdrawal harms the state’s water resources, as well as basin water users and connected surface water users, yet California has left groundwater mostly unregulated. Unsurprisingly, groundwater users facing such harms from overdraft of a basin have sometimes turned to the courts for equitable relief.

After Part 3 describes the role of the courts in adjudicating groundwater in California, Part 4 turns to potential reforms to California’s groundwater adjudications. While judicial adjudications are far from an ideal system of water management, adjudications may be the best of relatively few alternatives given California’s stubborn inability to adequately regulate groundwater use. Adjudications are the closest that California has come to defining individual rights and imposing extraction limits on groundwater basins. Adjudications can consider the rights of surface and groundwater users simultaneously when necessary. And the combination of population growth, development, and climate change impacts threatens to put more pressure on California’s groundwater basins, making future adjudications more likely.

To combat these increasing pressures on water use, particularly in southern California, California would be better served by a water management system that allowed for the exchange of defined, individual groundwater rights. Such a system would make it easier to both protect the environmental integrity of the basin and encourage increased water conservation and more economically efficient water use.

To that end, Part 4.A offers reforms, to be implemented by the California legislature or judiciary, to improve the ability of state

---

Watermaster

The watermaster is the designated entity or person given oversight and management of an adjudicated basin. The watermaster may be appointed by the court or by some or all of the parties. The watermaster may serve indefinitely or for fixed terms, and typically serves at the discretion of the court. A local water district is often appointed as watermaster.

Watermaster duties may include adopting rules and regulations to manage the adjudicated basin, collecting data, inspecting and testing measuring devices, enforcing rules, assessing fees on producers, and reporting on the state of the basin to the parties and the court.

---

a Unless otherwise specified, this paper uses “adjudication” to refer to judicial, not statutory, adjudication. Reform of statutory adjudications is beyond the scope of this paper.
courts to define water rights within the watershed of a groundwater basin in a timely manner. Part 4.B offers reforms, to be implemented in coordination with watermasters in adjudicated basins, to facilitate market-based exchange of water rights while improving protection of the physical and environmental integrity of the groundwater basin.

By unbundling a groundwater right into transferable water entitlement and water allocation shares, along with appurtenant extraction rights and storage licenses, the watermaster would gain flexibility to regulate groundwater production while water users would gain flexibility in water planning and use. Unbundling of groundwater rights would also make it easier for water regulators and water users to protect the physical and environmental integrity of the groundwater basin. As part of a larger water management reform for California, these recommendations provide a potential structure for allocating groundwater rights in basins throughout California, preferably without the need to adjudicate each and every basin.

I. Groundwater Basics

To better understand groundwater adjudications in California, an overview of groundwater hydrology and groundwater law is helpful. Groundwater and surface water are connected, such that withdrawal of groundwater from a basin may affect the water level of nearby surface streams and rivers and vice versa. Excessive groundwater withdrawal leads to overdraft in a basin, which simply means that more water is extracted from the basin than taken in by the basin. Overdraft is associated with a variety of harms, including land subsidence, pumping failures and water quality problems.

For more background on groundwater's importance to California’s water supply system and the connection between groundwater and surface water, see my earlier Pritzker Brief in this series, Under Water.16

A. Groundwater and surface water are connected

Groundwater and surface water are physically connected parts of the larger hydrologic cycle.21 Groundwater basins can be recharged from the spring flood in a river. During a summer drought, a river may obtain much of its baseflow from an adjacent groundwater basin.

All water—both surface and groundwater—moves in response to gravity and pressure.
Contrary to popular belief, water does not flow uphill towards money. Rather, water is driven by a combination of elevation and pressure differentials, known as potential energy. Higher elevation and higher pressure are higher energy areas; lower elevation and lower pressure are lower energy areas.

Groundwater flows towards lower energy areas, which generally means that groundwater flows, often downhill, from areas of recharge to areas of discharge. Discharge areas are lower pressure because at these points, the groundwater is “escaping” from the ground to the surface. Natural discharge occurs where groundwater reaches the land surface, feeding a stream or river, for example. Withdrawal of surface water from a stream can lower the potential energy of the groundwater connected to that stream, literally “pulling” the groundwater out of the basin and into the stream. Conversely, discharge of groundwater from a basin can pull water from an adjacent stream into the basin.

Groundwater Terms

Groundwater is water that completely fills empty spaces between rocks or sediment underground. More porous rocks or sediments— that is, sediments with a higher ratio of void space to total volume— can hold a larger amount of water per volume. Of the water contained by a particular sediment type, the specific yield measures the amount of water that is available for extraction.

An aquifer is an area of rock or sediment that can yield significant amounts of groundwater. An aquitard is the converse: while it may hold significant amounts of water, it has low specific yield and thus cannot yield significant amounts of groundwater. A groundwater basin is an aquifer or series of aquifers with a definable bottom and reasonably well-defined lateral boundaries. Such boundaries could include aquitards, faults, or surface water features, such as a stream or ocean. A groundwater basin may be divided into subbasins for political or management reasons.

Surface and groundwater move in response to elevation and pressure differentials.

Figure 2 | Groundwater and Well Interaction

Source: Tap Into Quality (adapted from USGS)
B. Excessive groundwater withdrawal harms water resources, overlying land and neighboring water users

Excessive groundwater withdrawal is associated with a variety of harmful effects. A primary concern in California groundwater adjudications is how a lowered water table can increase the costs of extraction and strand shallower wells. Manmade discharge (“water extraction”), primarily through groundwater wells by water users (“producers”), creates pumping depressions around the extraction points. These “cones of depression” that form around groundwater wells mean that the potential energy—and eventually the water table—in that area decreases over time, thus requiring deeper wells and more energy to pull out the same amount of water from nearby wells. Thus excess extraction at any one well can harm neighboring well users.

Excess extraction may similarly begin to affect water levels in adjacent streams and rivers, thanks to the connection between groundwater and surface water. This may adversely affect the diversions of surface water users as well as instream beneficial uses.

Removal of underground water can cause the land to subside, harming overlying structures and reducing available storage in the basin, sometimes irrevocably.

Depletion of groundwater and associated effects on surface water systems threatens...
surface vegetation and wetlands habitat. Decreased groundwater pressure near the coast allows salt water intrusion; decreased groundwater pressure in other areas can allow polluted water to contaminate cleaner parts of the basin. Less water also means less dilution of harmful pollutants in the basin, again resulting in degradation of water quality.

II. California Groundwater Law

California, unlike other western states, lacks a statewide groundwater regulatory regime. Other states, such as Colorado and Arizona, have statewide groundwater management regulations or permit groundwater use just as they permit surface water appropriation. Most western states, unlike California, have moved to integrate groundwater and surface water management. Competing legal structures have complicated groundwater management in California, influencing and encouraging groundwater adjudications in southern California.

A. California law artificially distinguishes surface and groundwater rights

California water law has never been particularly concerned with physical reality. Most prominently, the disconnect between physical reality and law manifests itself in two areas of water rights: the disparate treatment of groundwater and surface water rights, and the artificial distinction between “subterranean streams” and “percolating groundwater.”

With regard to surface water use, California recognizes both riparian and adjudicative water rights. An owner of land adjacent to a surface stream or lake has a riparian right to take water from that stream or lake to use on his adjacent land. Such use must be reasonable and may not harm fellow riparians. Essentially, all riparians share the water. The riparian right attaches to the land (it is “appurtenant”) and typically cannot be transferred.

Categories of Groundwater Rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overlying Right</td>
<td>Allows landowners to use groundwater from a basin under their land. Extracted water may be used only on land owned by the diverter that overlies the aquifer and may not be transferred to other property. Overlying right holders share the basin’s water resources and may put the groundwater to reasonable use so long as fellow right holders are not harmed. This is sometimes referred to as a correlative right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriative Right</td>
<td>To that groundwater. As with surface water appropriations, the appropriative right is first-come, first-serve. An appropriation is for a fixed amount of water, sometimes defined by the pattern of use at the time of first appropriation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prescriptive Right</td>
<td>If someone uses water in a way that is adverse to another’s existing right, he may eventually acquire a prescriptive right. The adverse use must be open and notorious under a claim of right for five years. For groundwater, taking water from an overdrafted basin has been considered by the courts to be example of adverse use that, if perfected, would be a prescriptive right to water in that basin. Prescriptive rights cannot be acquired against public agencies or public utilities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prescriptive rights cannot be acquired against public agencies or public utilities.
the natural flow of the stream and must be shared with other riparian rightsholders. While riparian rightholders do not need State permits, they do file statements of water diversion and use. This allows California to document their water use and inform them of applications for upstream water use that may impact their riparian rights.

In addition, anyone can take water from a surface stream for reasonable use on non-adjacent land: this is an appropriative right. Since 1914, state water laws have provided meaningful oversight to surface appropriative water rights, requiring water permits and licenses. The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) administers the system. SWRCB publishes notice of the application and notifies downstream users. In the case of a protest, SWRCB may hold a hearing. Upon approval, the applicant receives a water right decision, complete with conditions for the proposed appropriation.

Some aspects of the law of groundwater are analogous to surface water rights. Under the law, landowners whose land overlies a groundwater basin have overlying rights to use water from that basin. Like riparian rights, overlying rights are correlative; overlying rights allow for reasonable use so long as fellow overlying landowners are not harmed.

One can obtain a groundwater appropriative right if she sinks a well and extracts water for use on non-overlying land. (This appropriative right is analogous to appropriative rights for surface water.) As with surface appropriations, groundwater appropriations are generally first-come, first-serve.

Despite these similarities, and the physical connection between groundwater basins and adjacent surface streams, regulators have generally treated groundwater and surface water completely separately. Groundwater extractions are not governed by an analogous system of permitting and licensing with state oversight. And despite apparent legal authority to apply the law to both surface and groundwater users equally, courts have often adjudicated groundwater rights, but not all water rights, within a region.

To further complicate matters, the California water code considers “subterranean streams” to be legally equivalent to surface water. According to the law, this water directly underneath a riverbed—in supposed contrast to “percolating groundwater”—should be treated as part of the river; we would not want someone to sink a well into the riverbed thereby depriving downstream users of the flow of the river. In reality, of course, use of percolating groundwater near a river is likely to have similar effects on the downstream surface flow.

As Professor Joseph Sax has noted, “subterranean streams’ and ‘percolating groundwater’ bear little, if any, relationship to geological realities. Indeed, these water law terms are geographic concepts fundamentally at odds with science’s understanding of water’s movement.”

The State Water Resources Control Board agreed, calling this legal distinction “meaningless.”

B. California water law requires reasonable use

A 1928 amendment to the California

---

**Overdraft, Safe Yield and Water Production**

Adjudications are relatively consistent in defining **overdraft** to be when total annual production exceeds the safe yield. **Production** is the withdrawal of water from the basin by a water user, typically via a well. **Safe yield** is the amount of groundwater that can be produced (extracted) without significant harm to the rights of water users or to the basin or environs. Often, however, courts have defined safe yield without regard to instream beneficial use or environmental harm. Such definitions focus incorrectly on only the amount of water that could be extracted without harming long-term supply from the basin.
Figure 4 | Basin and Subbasin Groundwater Budget Types in California

BUDGET TYPE

- A Groundwater budget understood
- B Groundwater budget estimated
- C Little known about groundwater budget

Source: California Department of Water Resources
Constitution limited all water use to “reasonable beneficial use.” Reasonable is not equivalent to beneficial; a use of water could be unreasonable in the amount consumed while still providing some benefit to the user’s lands, for example. What constitutes unreasonable use may vary over time and depend on the overall context of the use. The State Water Board and the courts have applied the unreasonable use doctrine to prevent, for example: excessive use of water by riparians; wasteful conveyance losses; harm to wine grapes by aggregate riparian and appropriative diversions of water; an upstream diversion that harmed downriver recreational use; and excessive groundwater use in an overdrafted basin.

The California Supreme Court noted in 1935 that rights to percolating groundwater are, like surface water rights, subject to this reasonable and beneficial use limitation. Relying on the reasonable and beneficial use mandate, courts may reallocate water use—and the underlying water right—from outmoded to more socially valuable, more reasonable uses.

C. California water law defines priority of use

In order to adjudicate competing water right claims, it is necessary to consider the priority of use. For surface water, riparian rights must be satisfied prior to appropriative rights. Appropriators do not share their water allocations as riparian right holders do in times of drought. Instead, water allocations are distributed by a priority system based on seniority of the claim. Appropriative rights are first-come, first-serve in that the senior (older claim) appropriator receives his entire allotment before any water goes to a junior (newer claim) appropriator.

As to groundwater rights, the California Supreme Court set forth the hierarchy in City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra:

Between overlying users, no temporal priority exists. Rather, in times of shortage, each is entitled to a reasonable share of the common supply. As between appropriators, temporal priority exists; the rights of a pumper first in time are senior to those of a later appropriator. As between overlying users and appropriators, overlying users have priority, regardless of the date of the inception of the overlying use. Prescriptive rights-holders can quantify their rights as against both prior appropriators and overlying owners under formulas developed by the courts. In sum, the appropriator’s use is limited to the amount of the surplus water in the groundwater basin. If there is no surplus water, the appropriator is not entitled to take any water, unless he has acquired prescriptive rights.

Reasonable use, as a constitutional imperative, can trump priority of use.

D. California groundwater tends to be controlled at the local level, if at all

While withdrawal of water from a surface stream is subject to permitting and

“People who have access to groundwater can just pump it. They need no one’s permission, and no one regulates their use. Water users like it this way; groundwater is a sort of ace-in-the-hole. When surface water supplies are restricted, they can pump groundwater as a substitute, and so it functions as one form of insulation against both drought and increasing regulation. One may wonder why surface water users tolerate this situation, since a good deal of groundwater pumping draws on waters tributary to surface supplies, and diminishes them. It is a good question, and there is no obvious answer to it. Of course, a great many surface water users are also groundwater pumpers, so they may receive both benefits and detriments from the existing situation. Probably the most plausible answer is that water users of all stripes dislike the existing regulatory system, and feel the less regulation, the better.”

— Professor Joseph Sax
regulation, overseen by the State Water Resources Control Board, groundwater extraction remains largely unregulated. In California, city and county governments have authority to implement groundwater management ordinances under their police powers. Voters may also establish “special districts” that can regulate water use with varying authority. Occasionally, the California legislature will imbue water districts with broad regulatory authority over groundwater.

Special districts are meant to protect groundwater resources in an area for the “common benefit of water users.” Districts can adopt groundwater management plans that allow the district to operate and regulate groundwater replenishment programs, limit and regulate groundwater extraction, allocate groundwater storage space, and restrict unreasonable or unauthorized use of groundwater. Some districts are authorized to restrict groundwater exportation and most have the power to define and quantify groundwater rights in times of shortage. Districts may monitor and regulate groundwater use, mainly through the use of well registration and extraction statements. Special districts receive funding by charging groundwater users via a “pump tax” (on groundwater extraction) or administrative fees.

Recently, the California legislature established the California Statewide Groundwater Monitoring program (CASGEM) to encourage local agencies and counties to monitor groundwater levels. By providing financial incentives for local monitoring of groundwater elevations, CASGEM “entrenches the status quo rather than uprooting it.” CASGEM protects local agency authority to manage groundwater and relegates the state to an advisory role. Unlike surface water use, groundwater use remains unpermitted and unregulated by the state.

Part I.C. in Under Water describes local control of groundwater use in more detail. In Under Water, I describe how local governments have thus far failed to effectively manage groundwater and recommend a series of steps to improve local and regional groundwater oversight and enforcement.

III. Why Reform California Groundwater Adjudications?

An adjudication, in water law, is litigation to determine water rights between competing water users. One or more water users file a quiet title action to water rights of a stream or a groundwater basin, requesting that the court determine their respective rights to the water resource. For groundwater rights, the impetus for such a suit is the various harms caused by excessive groundwater depletion, described in Part 1.B. The adjudicating court may limit the water usage of one or more parties, define their water rights, and award restitution for harm done to a party’s water rights.

Part 3.A below explores the development of groundwater adjudication law and precedent by referencing a few key groundwater adjudications. The adjudication of Raymond basin, the first such adjudication in California spanning 1937–1944, became the model for future adjudications and introduced the mutual prescription doctrine, by which the court could apportion groundwater rights on an equitable basis without reference to priority of those rights. The West Coast basin adjudication followed from 1946–1961, as concern with seawater intrusion forced water users to respond to increasing overdraft in this coastal basin. Reviewing the San Fernando Valley basin adjudication, the California Supreme Court in 1975 rejected the trial court’s use of mutual prescription, marking a shift towards increased reliance on priority of rights in court adjudications. Following the San Fernando decision, the Chino basin adjudication, completed in 1978, failed to fully define overlying rights thanks to this move away from mutual prescription doctrine. Then, in 1985 a California court of appeal remanded the adjudication of Goleta basin back to the trial court after determining that the trial court had impermissibly subordinated future, unexercised overlying rights to present exercised appropriative rights. Once again, defining individual overlying rights became more challenging. Lastly, the California Supreme Court reiterated that courts may not ignore priority of rights when apportioning a basin’s groundwater, while
reviewing the adjudication of the Mojave River in 2000.

Examining this history of California groundwater adjudications reveals a time-consuming, resource-intensive process that has typically been driven by a few large water users in a basin. Groundwater adjudications are notoriously complex because their proper resolution requires examination of the rights of essentially every water user in the basin. Most adjudications are planned by one or more major water users who will often prepare a draft settlement among all major parties before even setting foot in court. While successful by some measures, adjudications have not led to the definitive determination of groundwater rights that parties have sought. Nor have adjudications led to the type of easily exchanged\(^b\) water allocations and water rights that one might expect of defined property rights.

These adjudications display several flaws that I aim to address with the recommendations in Part 4. First, adjudications can either fail to define individual water rights or define such rights in an extremely convoluted manner. Second, court jurisdiction over surface water users is sometimes unclear, thanks in no small part to California's arcane water rights code. Third, lack of monitoring, oversight and enforcement of groundwater has complicated court adjudications. Fourth, adjudications often contain various provisions and loopholes that can make it difficult to protect the environmental integrity of the groundwater basin. Fifth, adjudicated basins are a testament to the status quo, sometimes protecting the interests of a few large water users while making it difficult for outsiders or smaller water users to flexibly obtain and use groundwater.

Part 3.B explains that California's groundwater adjudications have been partially successful but remain a rather inefficient means to manage groundwater. Lack of an effective market mechanism to exchange water rights and water allocations contributes to that inefficiency. Furthermore, anticipated climate-related changes to precipitation and water runoff along with shifting demographics, development and over-dependence on groundwater overdraft may lead to an insufficient supply of water to satisfy the needs and legal claims of California's adjudicated basins. (See Part 3.C).

### A. History of a few key groundwater adjudications in California

By the early 1900s, substantial groundwater pumping gave rise to litigation between competing producers in California. A decades-long drought, beginning in 1894, and the introduction of the deep-well turbine pump exacerbated the problem. Seawater intrusion became more obvious in coastal basins; in 1912 Southern California Edison abandoned its Redondo Steam Plant well in West basin because seawater had contaminated the well. Because the newly formed State Water Commission had authority only over surface water rights, groundwater users had little recourse other than the courts. The California Supreme Court established the rule of overlying rights (often referred to as correlative rights) for groundwater in *Katz v. Walkinshaw* in 1903. Katz rejected the application of the English common law rule of capture (still used in Texas), which allows users to pump without regard to long-term sustainability or their effects on other water right holders. With correlative rights, however, overlying water users still lack easily defined (or easily enforced) limits on their groundwater extractions, particularly given the inconspicuous nature of groundwater extraction as compared to surface water diversions. Ironically, Justice Shaw rejected this problem in Katz, proclaiming that "[t]he objection that this rule of correlative rights will throw upon the court a duty impossible of performance, that of apportioning an insufficient supply of water among a large number of users, is largely conjectural." Future adjudications would make this conjecture a reality.

Conflicts over groundwater use in the Valley did not result in court adjudications. Instead, a proliferation of local water districts worked...
and fought with federal and state authorities to secure more surface water in light of the groundwater shortages from 1920 to 1960.89

Raymond basin adjudication (1937–1944; California Supreme Court decision, 1949).

The Raymond basin adjudication set forth the “blueprint” for future groundwater adjudications in California. The adjudication demonstrated the need to have up-to-date information on the physical state of the basin and accurate monitoring of groundwater use. Parties relied on a settlement in part because they feared unpredictable judicial adjudication given California’s complicated water law. The court applied a doctrine now known as “mutual prescription” that considered all water rights in the basin to be of equal priority. And the court approved settlement created the first exchange pool used to transfer water rights among the basin’s users.

In 1937, the City of Pasadena sued after negotiations between it and other producers failed to redress the overdraft problem in Raymond basin, in eastern Los Angeles County. City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra,99 the first basinwide adjudication of California groundwater rights, took 13 years and a California Supreme Court decision to resolve.

Much of the time was initially expended by an investigation into the physical facts pertaining to the water rights determination. Applying the Court Reference Procedure under the California Water code for the first time, the trial court asked the Division of Water Resources to submit a report on the state of the basin and historical water use by producers.100 The problem for the Division, of course, was that the basin was not well studied and historical water use not well documented—a problem that persists in most California groundwater basins to this day.

Following the final Division report to the court in 1943, all but two parties quickly agreed to a stipulated settlement. California’s peculiar treatment of groundwater rights under the law influenced the negotiating strategy for

“We never know the worth of water till the well is dry.”
—Thomas Fuller, Gnomologia, 1732

A decades-long drought beginning in 1894 along with the introduction of the deep-well turbine pump in the early 1900s led to increased groundwater extraction in California. Southern California responded by creating Metropolitan Water District and constructing an aqueduct to obtain supplemental water from the Colorado River.

The Role of Metropolitan Water District (MWD)

A group of southern California cities organized Metropolitan Water District in 1928.90 MWD is a quasi-municipal corporation with the power to levy taxes, created under the Metropolitan Water District Act.91 The “first objective” of MWD was to construct the Colorado River aqueduct to deliver water to the Cajalco reservoir near Riverside.92 The Cajalco dam and dike was completed in 1938.93

To become a member of MWD (and gain the ability to directly purchase MWD’s imported Colorado River water), an area needed to first create a public water district.94 Then, pursuant to a public vote, the water district was annexed to MWD, at which point voters paid additional taxes to both the local water district and MWD.95

To protect its water rights to the Colorado River, MWD need to find a beneficial use for its water imports. Gaining customers (both taxpayers and water buyers) meant annexing sufficiently large areas.

Even though Orange County Water District was not a member agency of MWD, MWD did not object to selling water to it indirectly via member agencies beginning in 1948 in order to increase MWD’s water use.96

Notably, MWD imports were much more expensive than groundwater. This was particularly true prior to basin adjudications, when the costs of groundwater withdrawals were distributed, almost invisibly, across an entire basin of users. The City of Pasadena, for example, turned to litigation to avoid having to purchase MWD water while others continued to over-rely on inexpensive groundwater.97 To avoid purchasing MWD water in the 1950s, Los Angeles increased imports from its own aqueduct that pulled water from Mono basin and Owens Valley.98
## Physical Solution and Equitable Apportionment

In a court adjudication, a physical solution is a means to define contested water rights that maximizes beneficial use and limits waste. Key elements of a physical solution may require a senior right holder to accept a substitute water source or improve the efficiency of his diversion or water use, paid for by the junior right holder, in order to both benefit the junior right holder and achieve a more reasonable and beneficial use of a limited water supply.\(^\text{104}\)

The equitable apportionment doctrine allows the court to divide a limited water resource among users. In *City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency*, the California Supreme Court clarified that such equitable apportionment "must preserve water right priorities to the extent those priorities do not lead to unreasonable use."\(^\text{105}\)

A California court of appeal elaborated on the limits and power of a physical solution in a 2010 opinion concerning the Seaside basin adjudication:

> "A physical solution is an equitable remedy designed to alleviate overdrafts and the consequential depletion of water resources in a particular area, consistent with the constitutional mandate to prevent waste and unreasonable water use and to maximize the beneficial use of this state’s limited resource. Courts are vested with not only the power but also the affirmative duty to suggest a physical solution where necessary, and it has ‘the power to enforce such solution regardless of whether the parties agree.’ ‘It must be remembered that in this type of case the trial court is sitting as a court of equity, and as such, possesses broad powers to see that justice is done in the case.’ . . .

> The solution must not, of course, unreasonably or adversely affect the existing legal rights and respective priorities of the parties."\(^\text{106}\)

The court effectively treated every pumper’s rights “equally and independently of any priority dates.”\(^\text{103}\) The resulting adjudicated rights benefited those large water users who could most easily document their recent water use (and who had the most foresight to increase their water use immediately prior to litigation). But this equal treatment also allowed the court to define individual water rights, including overlying rights. It also implied a closed system: currently unexercised overlying rights would, at best, receive a lower priority to exercised rights in any future litigation.

## The Water Year

A **water year** delineates the period over which a party may use its adjudicated right. The water year is an accounting mechanism. Typically, a water year is defined as a twelve-month period, which may start on January 1 or some other date.\(^\text{109}\)
Larger municipal producers, such as Pasadena, arguably benefited from the stipulation’s treatment of competing claims. Without a lawsuit, Pasadena would have needed to cut its own production in half, most likely importing expensive Colorado River water from the newly formed MWD while other users continued to exploit the groundwater basin. The stipulation avoided deciding the parties’ pumping priorities based on legal doctrines of overlying and appropriative groundwater rights and instead treated the rights of all parties as equal in priority. In particular, large producers are more likely to have had appropriative water right claims that California law would have treated as lower priority to overlying rights.

The settlement for Raymond basin introduced the idea of an exchange pool. To avoid drastic cuts in groundwater use, suggested by the Division of Water Resources’ report on the status of the basin, the settlement anticipated fewer cuts along with imported water to make up the difference. The settlement required each party to offer for sale, with a set maximum price, any excess water rights before the beginning of each Water Year. The exchange pool was meant to accommodate water users that lacked access to MWD imported water. It was also meant to improve flexibility in water use. The exchange pool in Raymond basin has been essentially abandoned since the 1950s in favor of leasing or selling decreed rights (the actual adjudicated right, in its entirety).

West Coast basin adjudication (1946–1961). As a coastal basin, West Coast basin demonstrates the risk of seawater infiltration into an overdrafted basin. The adjudication built upon the foundation established in the Raymond basin adjudication, with reliance on the Division of Water Resources to investigate the condition of and rights within the basin, a negotiated settlement that avoided deep cuts in extraction, and a mandatory exchange pool.

The need to adjudicate the West Coast basin was driven in part by the interconnection of groundwater basins and surface water. By 1933, urban water use in the coastal West basin had shifted from a seaward-sloping to a concave gradient. Water—including seawater from the Pacific Ocean—moved towards the center from all sides. Eventually fresh water flow from the adjacent Central basin decreased as the water level in Central basin also fell. Groundwater use in West Coast basin had pulled water out of Central basin, at least until overdraft in Central basin began to reverse that flow.

As with the Raymond basin litigation, the court requested a report on the status of the basin from the Division of Water Resources. In the Division’s report, it found that the basin had been in overdraft condition since 1920 and recommended limiting production by two-thirds. This would have been a far greater cut than the one contemplated by the parties to the Raymond basin adjudication, and would serve as “a great motivator” for settlement.

Motivated in part by the potential drastic across-the-board cut in groundwater extractions, fifty of the largest producers signed an interim agreement to reduce their pumping by twenty-five percent in 1955. As would become typical for southern California adjudications, the parties would rely on groundwater recharge via imported water to make up the difference between their 25% reduction in extraction and the Division’s proposed 66% reduction.

The West Coast basin adjudication sets forth elaborate rules for an exchange pool. Sixty days before the start of each water year, every producer within the basin is required to offer one-half of their excess water for sale. A formula in the adjudication sets the maximum price. The market clearing price is the weighted average of the offered prices. In other words, some sellers of water in the West Coast basin may receive less than their asking price and those sellers may not back out of the sale regardless of the market clearing price.

None of these exchange pools, including West, Raymond and a similar pool for Central basin, relied on market forces for establishing sale prices; the watermaster acted as a central broker and pricing authority. The Central basin exchange even allowed “paper trades” for some categories
Courts cannot ignore or abrogate the priority of rights by relying on mutual prescription.

of buyers even when the corresponding seller lacked the necessary water to trade. Category (a) exchange pool requests—for up to 150% of the buyer’s allocation—are fulfilled regardless of actual supply. While such paper trades avoid transaction costs, they have the potential to obliterate any safe yield determination for the basin.

In 1961, fifty-six parties signed a stipulated judgment, later ratified by the court against all remaining parties. Two appeals followed, with the later affirming the trial judgment in 1964. In all, the West Coast basin adjudication took nineteen years.

San Fernando Valley basin adjudication (1955–1979; California Supreme Court decision, 1975). The San Fernando Valley basin adjudication, also known as the Upper Los Angeles River Area adjudication, marked a turning point in the common law governing groundwater adjudications. In 1975, the California Supreme Court reversed the trial court’s use of mutual prescription to equitably allocate groundwater rights in San Fernando Valley without regard to priority. Because overlying rights are correlative, and thus require a shared approach to the basin resource, defining those rights at an individual level becomes difficult without abrogating the priorities of those rights.

LADWP had long controlled the San Fernando Valley basin, which it used to store imported water from the Los Angeles Aqueduct, Owens Valley and Mono basin. Los Angeles believed that it had paramount

rights to all groundwater in the basin, thanks to a combination of pueblo rights and its longstanding use of the basin by LADWP to store imported water. But the long drought that began in 1945, together with increased groundwater extractions in the Valley threatened LADWP’s stored groundwater. Los Angeles sued San Fernando extractors in 1955.

At the trial court, Judge Moor applied mutual prescription, rejecting Los Angeles’ theory of paramount rights and its overdraft definition. This was perhaps unsurprising, given Judge Moor’s previous oversight of the Central basin adjudication and San Gabriel River adjudication.

On appeal, the California Supreme Court severely limited the mutual prescription doctrine in 1975. It held that priority of rights could not be ignored or abrogated through prescription. Furthermore, the Court ruled that a section of the California Civil Code, § 1007, prohibited users from obtaining prescriptive rights against a public entity, such as LADWP. In the end, Los Angeles was awarded pueblo rights to the entire native safe yield of the San Fernando sub-basin but was enjoined from pumping more. Los Angeles, Glendale, Burbank and San Fernando all received rights to import return flows; each city can receive credit and pump a percentage of water imported into the subbasin.

Water quality has been a continuing problem for the basin, exacerbated perhaps by long-term overdraft. Areas of heavy pumping in San Fernando basin have high levels of volatile organic compounds, such as TCE and PCE. EPA designated the area a Superfund site in the 1980s. Due to diminishing availability and increased cost of imported water, in June 2013 Los Angeles Department of Water and Power announced its intention to construct two groundwater treatment plants over the Superfund site.

**Chino basin adjudication (1975–1978).** Also in 1975, Chino basin water users sought adjudication because they “wanted vested rights protected and accorded an economic value.” The Chino Basin Municipal Water District, in cooperation with the Chino Basin Protective Association of water users, used a pump tax to fund necessary studies before filing the complaint naming 1300 parties. Unfortunately, the San Fernando decision threw their pre-planned stipulation into disarray. Overlying groundwater rights could no longer be equally allocated using mutual prescription and would be treated differently than appropriators.

According to historian William Blomquist, The San Fernando decision robbed California groundwater basin management of one of its most efficiency-enhancing aspects: the ability of water rights owners to exchange, lease, and sell their rights. The Chino basin judgment contains numerous provisions for accounting manipulations that have been implemented in the absence of simple transfer rules in order to allow water production to move from agricultural to urban and suburban uses . . .

Without individually defined water rights, exchange of rights becomes difficult or impossible. The San Fernando decision meant that courts could no longer ignore the shared, correlative nature of overlying rights. If overlying users can extract as much as they need, up to their share of the total basin resource, then why would such

The Role of the Water Replenishment District of Southern California

The Water Replenishment District of Southern California (WRD) monitors groundwater, manages projects to combat seawater intrusion and operates groundwater replenishment basins in southern Los Angeles County. WRD’s purpose is to protect the groundwater resources of the Central and West Coast basins. Replenishment of these groundwater basins and prevention of seawater intrusion are key to the continued effectiveness and functionality of the adjudications in these two basins.
users want their rights defined (and thus limited)? And if overlying rights are superior in priority to appropriative rights, then why would an overlying right holder trade with an appropriative right holder? By placing such rights on unequal footing, rather than the all-equal approach of mutual prescription, the court limited the ability and desire of users to simply exchange such rights.

The final stipulation, signed in 1978, split rights into three pools. Appropriators, preferring definitive water rights, bypassed mutual prescription issues by stipulating that their appropriative rights had equal priority. The appropriative pool was thus split equally as a percentage share of safe yield after overlying rights had been satisfied. I will recommend, in Part 4.B below, a similar structure (of split overlying and appropriative pools) to facilitate the allocation of water among entitlement shares.

The Chino basin stipulation, however, failed to define all individual groundwater rights. The stipulation defined the rights of the twelve overlying nonagricultural users in a second pool but did not define individual rights for overlying agricultural users. Instead, overlying agricultural users were supposed to share a third pool. The desire of Chino basin water users to quantify their rights and make such rights transferable “was thwarted by the San Fernando decision’s reiteration of the status of overlying water rights in California groundwater law.” Instead of taking on the thorny issue of defining individual overlying rights, the Chino basin stipulation sidesteps it entirely, essentially reintroducing a system of shared overlying rights that helped create the overdraft in the first place.

Monitoring and enforcement for the overlying agricultural pool, perhaps unsurprisingly given the lack of defined rights, “proved problematic.” Eventually, the appropriative pool paid for meter installation and the watermaster sued 142 noncomplying members of the agricultural pool. Since that time (and after “years of negotiation”), Chino basin users and the Court approved “Peace Agreements” in 2000 and 2007 to formalize the Watermaster governance structure.


The significance of the Goleta basin adjudication lies primarily in how the appellate court dealt with the distinction between exercised and unexercised overlying rights. “Exercised” in this instance means those rights on which a user is currently relying to extract water from the basin. An “unexercised” right, conversely, may be relied upon in the future—if a landowner sinks a new well, for example—but is not currently associated with water extraction. According to the appellate court, future unexercised overlying rights, although potentially unmeasurable at the time of adjudication, are of higher priority than current appropriative use.

As with the West Coast basin, the history of the Goleta basin involves the transition from agricultural land use to residential and commercial development along with a subsequent overdraft. Initially, farmers used groundwater for fruit and nut orchards and other agriculture. In 1925, the La Cumbre Mutual Water Company was formed to provide water service to nearby landowners. La Cumbre would rely solely on groundwater from the basin until the 1960s. In 1963, Goleta Water District also began groundwater pumping.

Beginning in the 1940s, the area overlying Goleta basin saw drier than average weather and increasing residential and commercial growth. Agricultural groundwater use declined rapidly, due to both competing land use and water availability from nearby Lake Cachuma. By the 1970s, La Cumbre and Goleta Water District accounted for the majority of groundwater extractions from Goleta basin.

In 1973, overlying landowners in the North-Central basin sued Goleta Water District, who in turn cross-complained against 220 additional parties. In 1979, the court determined the safe yield for the basin and allocated extraction rights to the parties. On appeal, the appellate court reversed and remanded the initial judgment. Finally, the trial court issued its revised judgment in 1989, sixteen years after the start of the adjudication.

In a 1985 opinion, Wright v. Goleta Water
District, the Second District Court of Appeal restricted the ability of the trial court “to subordinate an unexercised [overlying] right to a present appropriative use.” In the Goleta basin, this meant that the water district, as an appropriator, could be limited in the future if overlying users later appeared to present their claims. Furthermore, present overlying users who later increase their use could also, in theory, petition the court (or watermaster) for additional usage rights at the expense of the water district.

The final 1989 Judgment demonstrated the imprecise nature of overlying water rights in an adjudicated basin. The court concluded that the basin was significantly overdrafted. The judgment allowed private landowners with overlying rights, however, to increase their extraction amounts without court approval. The court assigned a total amount to those landowners (which could change over time) and did not define individual limits on their overlying rights. The District, as junior appropriator, was left to absorb whatever cuts were needed to protect the safe yield of the basin. Nevertheless, this adjudication seems to have yielded good results. Both La Cumbre and the District have drastically reduced their groundwater pumping and have periodically stored water in the basin. The court found the basin to be in hydrologic balance in 1998.

Mojave River basin adjudication (1966–1976; 1990–1996; California Supreme Court decision, 2000). The San Fernando decision and basic problems of defining groundwater under California law negatively impacted attempts to adjudicate the Mojave River basin. Overlying users had little incentive to negotiate with appropriators without the threat of mutual prescription. The court lacked flexibility in defining individual water rights. And no one could agree on the basic physical facts: was the water at issue contained in one basin, multiple basins or underground streams? Problems of water governance in the Mojave River basin began with the fact that “[t]he Mojave Water Agency bore no relation to the hydrologic boundaries of local water supplies.” In addition, between the 1940s and the 1960s, population and agriculture boomed in the Mojave Desert. Growing alfalfa in the desert did little to help the increasing overdraft in the basin.

The Mojave Water Agency wanted to treat groundwater along the Mojave River as “the collective property of those who have been using it for the last five years” and apply “coequal treatment” to all types of right holders. But no consensus existed even as to the question of overdraft. Nor did water users agree as to whether the Mojave River area was one or more groundwater basins along a stream or rather an “underground stream” that should be permitted, under California law, as surface water.

Litigation to adjudicate the Mojave River basin was filed in 1966, with the support of the Mojave Water Agency. But the stipulation never reached its needed number of signers, and after municipal elections in 1976, a new anti-adjudication majority of the MWA Board deposed the MWA director and voted to dismiss the adjudication, after 10 years and $1 million in costs to the parties. In 1990, the City of Barstow filed a complaint against upstream defendants in the Mojave River basin, again reopening the issue of adjudication in the basin.

At that time, water users in the area still did not agree as to the existence or extent of overdraft. Water users also lacked “a shared picture of their water supplies and water use... [D]isagreement still remains[ed] about whether Mojave River water supplies should be treated as an underground stream, a single groundwater area, or multiple groundwater basins.” The second attempt at adjudication in Mojave River basin would take six more years, only to have the trial court decision largely reversed on appeal four years later. In City of Barstow v. Mojave Water Agency (2000), the California Supreme Court ruled that a trial court may not, as it did in the Mojave River adjudication, use equitable apportionment that does not consider the priorities of legal water rights in the basin.

Case law simply does not support applying an equitable apportionment to water use claims unless all
claimants have correlative rights; for example, when parties establish mutual prescription. Otherwise, cases like City of San Fernando require that courts making water allocations adequately consider and reflect the priority of water rights in the basin.\textsuperscript{161}

Furthermore, the trial court could not fall back on a physical solution premised on disregard of parties’ priority rights.

Although it is clear that a trial court may impose a physical solution to achieve a practical allocation of water to competing interests, the solution’s general purpose cannot simply ignore the priority rights of the parties asserting them. In ordering a physical solution, therefore, a court may neither change priorities among the water right holders nor eliminate vested rights in applying the solution without first considering them in relation to the reasonable use doctrine.\textsuperscript{162}

Thus City of Barstow reaffirms the rejection of mutual prescription, logically extending City of San Fernando. But, as with Chino basin, the reluctance of the courts to use an equitable solution can mean that overlying rights, in particular, are not defined and thus remain difficult to transfer. Even more problematic, the quantity allotted for these overlying rights could change in the future. Without a defined individual right, overlying right holders are free to increase their use if they can demonstrate a need to increase their beneficial use on their overlying land.

B. California’s groundwater adjudications are a promising, but currently flawed, means to manage groundwater rights

This history reveals some benefits of adjudication, but also some areas in which one might reduce procedural, environmental and economic inefficiencies.

In some respects, adjudications of groundwater in southern California have been quite successful. Compliance by adjudicated users with water use limitations or requirements has been high.\textsuperscript{163} The earlier adjudications have generally seen a rebound in water levels in their respective basins, through a combination of increased water imports and limitation of water demand.

More recent adjudications continue to rely on City of Barstow and City of San Fernando as the template for allocating water rights within a groundwater basin. To date, Californian courts have adjudicated twenty-two basins.\textsuperscript{164} United States federal courts have adjudicated one basin: Santa Margarita basin. The longest adjudication—San Fernando Valley basin—took twenty-four years, not counting that the Mojave River basin has been litigated on-and-off for at least thirty years. Most, but not all, of those adjudications have resulted in court judgments that limit groundwater extractions.\textsuperscript{165}

Adjudications are also relatively inexpensive. Compared to admittedly limited alternatives, costs of adjudication have been relatively low when annualized over time. Historian William Blomquist calculated (using 1985 dollars) that with reference to total basin management costs, adjudications in Raymond, West, Central, Main San Gabriel, San Fernando and Chino basins were all more cost-efficient—by up to an order of magnitude—than the supply-side management approach of the unadjudicated Coastal Plain basin of Orange County.\textsuperscript{166}

Replacing adjudicated management of a basin with a combination of surface storage and imported water would have increased water costs by approximately 3x–5x, again according to calculations by Blomquist.\textsuperscript{167}

Groundwater adjudications, however, are hardly perfect. In general, although water levels in adjudicated basins have recovered, they have not returned to historic averages (and may never return to those averages).\textsuperscript{168} In other words, current levels in water basins may still be low enough to substantially infringe on adjoining surface water uses; conversely, surface water diversions may have made the historical water level now unattainable in many basins.

The combination of City of Barstow, City of San Fernando and Goleta Water District makes it difficult for courts to define individual overlying rights in an adjudicated basin (and
consequently, define appropriative rights to that basin). The recommendations in Part 4.B below offer a means around this issue, by using entitlement and allocation shares for a basin that allow for new users to be added as necessary without necessitating a new round of water rights adjudication. The use of stipulated agreements, prevalent in many adjudications, is another means around this potential issue. Finally, the court of appeal in *Goleta Water District* left open the (“theoretical”) possibility that a “judicial determination may provide complete resolution of water rights in an underground basin,” an option not taken by the trial court in that case. Seeking a complete resolution would likely involve the joinder of all relevant surface and groundwater users, which forms the basis of the first recommendation in 4.A. below.

Thanks in no small part to the convoluted water code, groundwater adjudications present a series of inefficient compromises, bypasses and kludges. Some result in procedural inefficiencies, drawing out and complicating water litigation. Others result in environmental inefficiencies, failing to fully account for water quality and environmental needs. Still others lead to economic inefficiencies, making it difficult for water right holders to shift to high value water uses. Each of these types of inefficiency is discussed below, drawing from historical case studies.

**Procedural inefficiencies.** Procedural inefficiencies increase the time and resources needed to litigate groundwater rights. Past failures to adequately catalog and monitor groundwater rights and groundwater use prolong the investigatory stage of adjudications. The inability or reluctance of courts—and settling parties—to definitively determine individual rights risks future litigation concerning those same rights and complicates groundwater management within the basin. Confusion over the artificial statutory distinction between percolating water and underground streams has prolonged litigation. And courts have not exercised their equitable

---
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The combination of City of Barstow, City of San Fernando and Goleta Water District makes it difficult for courts to define individual overlying rights in an adjudicated basin.
jurisdiction over the rights of all affected parties—surface and groundwater.

Adjudications are often criticized, rightfully so, for wasting time and legal resources on drawn-out, complex litigation. Lack of monitoring, oversight and enforcement of groundwater withdrawals has complicated court adjudications, requiring courts to spend years sorting through competing claims of historical use often without a strong evidentiary record upon which to rely. The Mojave River basin serves as an example of how overlying water users, lacking defined water rights, may have little incentive to allow measurement and monitoring of their water use.

It is often assumed that a court adjudication of a groundwater basin results in a reliable, definitive determination of rights in that basin. Some advocate moving away from the adjudicated model—conceptually based in increased privatization and exchange of water rights—towards a model that treats water as a communal public resource.

While the basin remains unadjudicated, however, Orange County Water District took full advantage of upstream adjudications in attempts to secure inflow to the basin. And the District’s supply-side management strategy has come at high cost relative to arguably cheaper adjudications in nearby basins. Its continued dependency on imported water and its rejection of water transfers is arguably unsustainable.

The California legislature created the Orange County Water District in 1933. Orange County’s water management initially focused solely on increasing supply of water into the basin. Orange County Water District shifted course in the 1960s away from simply supply-side management to conjunctive management. The District has attempted to not only increase supply, but alter use patterns and conserve basin water for use during emergencies and peak periods.

The District has successfully limited overdraft and held back seawater intrusion, but at relatively high cost.

“[T]he decision not to assign and limit pumping rights in Orange County has resulted in some loss of efficiency and some increase in risk. Without defined and transferable pumping rights, basin users have no means of moving groundwater production from lesser- to higher-valued uses. Users who stop pumping from the basin benefit other users but receive nothing in return.”

By relying on imported water instead of pumping limitations, Orange County is particularly vulnerable to extended droughts, when importers may choose to curtail water deliveries. As environmental attorney Kelly Hart argued, “[t]his [Orange County] system is not a sustainable method of preventing overdraft since it relies entirely on artificial recharge by imported surface water from the Colorado River and the Northern California State Project.” Part 3.C. below elaborates on why California may be unable to continue to depend on imports from the Colorado River and State Water Project.
An environmental inefficiency is any a mechanism or structure that externalizes environmental benefits.

Water rights for every user in the basin. Part of this is because large, influential water users in an adjudication are inherently self-interested parties whose concerns do not always overlap with a strict definition of rights in the basin. These parties exert significant power in settlement negotiations. Furthermore, while adjudicatory judgments can impose needed regulatory structure on groundwater use within a basin, that structure does not necessarily result in the type of defined property right in water that would result in a competitive water trading market. The closest that adjudications have come to a functional water trading market are the mostly abandoned exchange pools that used prices usually defined by the watermaster instead of the market.

The imaginary distinction between underwater streams and percolating groundwater leads to particularly pernicious inefficiencies in adjudications. In Mojave River basin, for example, confusion over whether users had rights to an underground stream or a percolating groundwater basin helped prolong litigation over water rights in the basin.178

Finally, to be a reliable determination of water rights, an adjudication would need to consider all relevant surface and water rights within the same proceeding. Courts have been unwilling or unable to do this. Courts should exercise their equitable power to acquire jurisdiction over users of both groundwater and connected surface water in an adjudication. Because surface water rights are statutorily defined and permitted by the State Water Resources Control Board, groundwater users are perhaps unlikely to benefit from adding surface water rights to groundwater litigation. Thus the onus must be on the court to join all necessary parties.

Environmental inefficiencies. For this paper and in the context of a groundwater adjudication, an environmental inefficiency is any a mechanism or structure that externalizes environmental benefits. This externality would be seen as a systemic failure to properly value the environmental benefits, by not devoting adequate groundwater for high-value environmental uses. Lack of authority and attention to water quality problems, reliance on water imports instead of efficiency improvements in water use, and the difficulty in regulating localized groundwater use are all examples of environmental inefficiencies in past groundwater adjudications.

Adjudications have reflected, perpetuated, or given rise to several types of environmental inefficiencies. One example relates to the issue of water quality. Water quality has been a continuing problem for adjudicated basins, resulting in contamination from volatile organic compounds, seawater and nitrates, to name a few examples. Originally, watermasters lacked authority to regulate or address water quality concerns, although many adjudication judgments have since been modified to increase oversight of water quality concerns.

Improving water quality in a basin can be complicated. For example, a rising water table may bring the groundwater in contact with various contaminants in the soil, such as increased nitrate concentrations. Prevention of seawater intrusion may require a combination of strategic pumping, recharge and creation of coastal barriers. Another environmental inefficiency revealed by the adjudications relates to the magnitude of reliance on imported water in basin settlements. Significant reliance on imported water suggests that adjudications have not encouraged more efficient uses of water in-basin but have, instead, simply exported inefficiencies. Imported water is considered outside the adjudicated basin system, a groundwater recharge bonus that has allowed adjudicated parties to propose settlements that avoid strict restrictions on groundwater extractions. This reliance on imports can be seen in many of the adjudications, which encourage importation of water from outside the basin as a response to decreased local groundwater supply. “The common pattern has been to allow overdraft in a basin in order to permit the building of an economy that could finance the purchase of supplemental imported water supplies.”180 And, in fact, California’s groundwater overdraft decreased from 4.4 maf to 2.3 maf between 1957 and 1974.181 That decrease may be attributable almost entirely to California’s surface water projects and the importation of water from...
A third example of environmental inefficiency is the difficulty in restricting groundwater production in localized areas. In theory, with jurisdiction over water quality issues in a basin, the watermaster can restrict any party from pumping—even if doing so would restrict that party from using its full water allocation. Such a restriction, however, would prove to be politically unwise. The party would be faced with no viable alternative to pumping. Absent the ability to sell their water allocation to a user elsewhere in the basin, it would be, as a practical if not legal matter, forfeit. Furthermore, watermasters have been unwilling or unable to impose localized pumping taxes to achieve the same result. This leads us to the problem of economic inefficiency.

Economic inefficiencies. In adjudicated groundwater basins, economic inefficiencies limit or prevent the shift from low- to high-value water uses. The reluctance of the courts to use an equitable solution, as discussed above the Chino, Goleta, and Mojave River basins, can mean that rights are not fully defined and thus remain difficult to transfer.

Water exchange pools were meant to overcome this difficulty and facilitate efficient transfers, but their restrictive rules and non-market based pricing schemes limited their usefulness. The transfer of water in an exchange pool is the transfer of part of the allocation right from the seller to the buyer. Because the buyer and seller obtain their water from the same basin, the buyer simply gains the right to withdraw additional water from the basin using the buyer’s own wells over the next water year. The seller, conversely, agrees to produce less water over the next water year.

Repeated attempts to establish exchange pools in basins such as Raymond, Central and West have resulted in a complex set of rules and the use of non-market price setting. Prices are generally set by the watermaster, using complicated formulas that have little to do with actual supply and demand for groundwater within the basin. The water exchange’s restrictive rules, meant to construct a regulated monopoly in water transfers, prevent a meaningful, economically efficient market in water rights.

Water exchanges have subsequently fallen out of favor in most basins. The Tehachapi Watermaster, whose basin suspended water sales in 2007, noted that such sales were unnecessary due to land use and water rights changes and that exchange provisions in other basins are now also unnecessary. And in fact, water exchange pools or water trading within the respective adjudicated basins appears quite limited in practice.

As an alternative to exchange pools, sales or leases of individual water rights are possible within adjudicated basins. But water rights transfers—through the sale or lease of the water right—present their own set of problems. While it is true that water rights transfers have seen some success—for example, in the Main San Gabriel basin—the use of water rights sales and leases has been limited due to high transaction costs. Transfer restrictions prevent liquidity and raise transaction costs in any potential water trading market. If rights can be transferred, they can only be done if the purchaser of those rights subjects himself to the jurisdiction of the adjudicating court. Often, transfers of appropriative rights require written notice and approval by the watermaster and/or the court. Transfers outside the basin are generally prohibited by the court judgment or watermaster rules. Furthermore, such rights transfers are generally done on a one-to-one basis, limiting the type of transparency and public disclosure required for a functional exchange.

Some adjudications, particularly in regard to overlying rights, have failed to define individual pumping rights. Orange County also lacks individually quantified rights. “Absent defined and transferable pumping rights, users have no incentive to move from lesser to higher valued uses.” A market exchange in water should not depend on pricing determinations by the regulator. A market exchange in water should operate full-time, not on a yearly basis. A market exchange should have publicly available prices and trade histories.
And a market exchange should not necessarily limit sales to only adjudicated parties. I recommend in Part 4.B below a more substantive system of market-based transfers for both water entitlement and water allocation shares.

C. Climate change and shifting development put California’s groundwater adjudications at risk of failure

Climate-related changes in precipitation and shifting development threaten the integrity of California’s adjudications. California already uses more water than it has, and relies on groundwater overdraft for a significant portion of its supply. At the same time, public realization and support of the importance of environmental water uses has led to increased surface water diversions for such uses. On top of the oversubscription, climate change will further reduce California’s available water supply. The combination of development, population growth and shifts in precipitation could undermine the delicate balance of cooperative water management inherent to California’s adjudications. It could also give rise to the need for new adjudications.

Adjudications have typically divided water rights in a basin based on historical use and historical averages. Annual management by watermasters tend to focus backward on historical use and historical averages in order to project safe yield and annual allocations. This is particularly true in basins that used mutual prescription formulas to allocate rights. Climate change may bring a detrimental precipitation shift that would decrease annual recharge in a basin and make less water generally available. To make up the difference between safe yield and basin water rights, adjudicated basins have relied on the same imports that are threatened with saline contamination, environmental concerns and decreased spring runoff.

California’s long-term trend over the past 100 years has been a demographic shift from rural to urban sector growth. Per capita water use has decreased somewhat over time. California’s population increase, however, means that future water use forecasts project increased urban water use, with a likely decrease in agricultural water use and an increase in environmental use. This scenario may be compounded by the loss of some Colorado River water, along with efforts to address the Bay-Delta and aquifer overdrafting.

California cannot continue to assume that the past 100 years of hydrologic conditions will be repeated for the next 100 years. Ellen Hanak, for example, identifies twelve likely changes that will affect California water, including expanded environmental protections, transformation of the Delta from sea level rise, and population growth. When a watermaster defines safe yield with reference to historical rainfall patterns, historical water use or average inflow, the watermaster risks locking in a groundwater management regime that slowly drifts further away from our shifting hydrological reality.

Southern California has seen an increase in average mean temperature of 2.5°F since 1950. The Sacramento and San Joaquin River basins have seen mean-annual temperature increase by 2°F over the 20th century. The Bureau of Reclamation forecasts that the Sacramento and San Joaquin basins will see a strong decrease in summer runoff and an increase in winter runoff in the 21st century as warming continues. The total annual runoff will, on average, remain the same or decrease slightly during this time period. The end result may be an increase in seasonal droughts. California will no longer be able to depend on water storage via the winter snowpack. Instead, more winter precipitation will occur in the form of rain, and the winter/early spring runoff will increase. This early runoff cannot be captured in reservoirs, which must keep adequate space to avoid spring flooding. The end result is no runoff during summer months, when the Central Valley sees little to no precipitation. In addition, increased average temperatures will increase the average rate of evapotranspiration for a given region. Rising sea level could adversely affect the
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availability and reliability of MWD’s imports. Rising sea level could increase the salinity of Delta water. Today, MWD blends high-salinity Colorado River water with low-salinity Delta water, a process that it may not be able to take advantage of in a future world of higher-salinity Delta water. Even if the Delta water exports remain at low-salinity levels, less water exports from the Delta will nevertheless harm MWD’s ability to blend sufficient quantities with high-salinity Colorado River water.

To the extent that California has mitigated overdraft of its groundwater basins—both adjudicated and unadjudicated—it has done so through increased reliance on water imports. Even at current water import prices, relying on water imports to address overdraft problems is economically infeasible. As water imports become less reliable and more expensive, overdraft will increase.

For all of these reasons, we can expect the management of adjudicated basins to become increasingly contentious and the incentives to begin litigation in unadjudicated basins to also increase.

To give one extreme example, lack of regulation over the various basins and subbasins in the Central Valley will make water management in that 14.4 million acre region increasingly untenable. Currently, groundwater overdraft in the Central Valley is extremely high, and can even be measured from space by examining gravitational differences. As pressures in this region mount, groundwater users may turn to the courts for relief, through adjudication.

Yet adjudication in the Central Valley under current law is almost unthinkable. The region has many more overlying groundwater right holders, with a more complicated overlay of surface water rights, than basins that have so far been adjudicated. A court adjudicating the Central Valley would encounter irrigation districts, municipal water utilities, and the often conflicting interests of farmers, all while dealing with the complex system of canals and aqueducts that move water from the Delta to southern California.

Anticipating this future of increased water scarcity, additional adjudications, and increased pressure on the courts to define water rights, Part 4 offers a set of reforms to make groundwater adjudications a more effective water management tool.

IV. Reforms to Improve Efficiency and Effectiveness of California’s Groundwater Adjudications

California’s system of groundwater rights and management must be reformed. Ideally, the California Legislature would undertake a comprehensive effort. The political climate for groundwater management reform, however, is admittedly poor. While reform of the state’s water rights, as was proposed by the Governor’s Commission in 1978, may remain unreachable, modifications to future adjudications and current adjudicated basins may be a more easily achievable goal. Currently, only a relatively few basins are adjudicated in California. Changes affecting those basins and future unknown adjudications may not engender the strong stakeholder opposition seen with proposals for statewide groundwater reform.

The below recommendations focus on smaller changes, short of full-scale reform, that attempt to make groundwater adjudication more legally and economically efficient while still protecting groundwater as an important public resource. Part 4.A offers changes that could be implemented through the California legislature to improve future groundwater litigation. Part 4.B offers changes that could be implemented through an agreement between the watermaster and adjudicated parties in order to provide more flexibility for the watermaster to regulate groundwater production and storage while providing water users with more flexibility in how and when they use water. This second set of reforms could benefit the management of adjudicated basins today as well as management of future adjudicated basins.

A. Reforms to improve litigation of groundwater basins

The California legislature and the judiciary could work to ensure that future adjudications
run more smoothly than past adjudications. To protect the rights of all water users in a watershed, a court should assert jurisdiction over both groundwater and surface water users. The California legislature could go further, requiring that groundwater users be permitted and otherwise treated just as surface water users in the state. To decrease the burden on state trial courts and help ensure fair judicial outcomes, California should establish a water court. And to speed up adjudications, California could take several steps towards more consistent statewide groundwater monitoring.

**Exercise equitable power to acquire jurisdiction over users of both groundwater and connected surface water in an adjudication.** Courts have significant equitable power to join necessary parties to litigation if those parties are necessary to accord complete relief to the litigants in an action. Courts should exercise this power when adjudicating a groundwater basin. To adequately define groundwater rights through a judicial adjudication means defining those rights not just in reference to other groundwater right holders, but also to permitted surface water rights that may affect groundwater in the surrounding basin. Courts should be more aggressive in requiring joinder of relevant surface right holders, both to fully determine the rights of groundwater users and to protect existing surface water rights.

Considering simultaneously the rights of both surface and groundwater users may expand the equitable options and settlement possibilities available to the court. City of San Fernando and City of Barstow have limited the threat of equitable apportionment that was used in earlier adjudications to bring overlying groundwater right holders to the settlement table. The rather uncertain set of priorities inherent in considering riparian, surface appropriation, overlying groundwater, and appropriative groundwater rights simultaneously makes an equitable apportionment with defined water rights a promising solution and could drive settlement.

**Revisit the recommendations for streamlining court adjudications outlined in the Governor’s Commission.** The Legislature should revisit the recommendations of the Governor’s Commission. In 1978, the Governor’s Commission to Review California Water Rights Law offered a series of recommendations to streamline judicial groundwater adjudications. Many of these procedural and substantive improvements are still worthy of consideration today, and worth revisiting. In particular, prompt submission of a request to refer an adjudication to the board for investigation of physical facts, use of a preliminary injunction to prohibit increased pumping in an overdrafted basin and detailed notice and filing provisions could be useful for improving streamlining groundwater litigation.

**Remove all references to “subterranean streams” from the Water Code.** The concept of a “subterranean stream” in statutory and case law belies the physical reality. The California legislature should remove all such references, thus making all groundwater percolating. Given the current legal presumption that groundwater is percolating, this change is not necessarily far-reaching. In its place, the Legislature should explicitly acknowledge the physical interconnection between surface and groundwater and request that courts and water management agencies consider this interaction when adjudicating or regulating water rights.

**Establish a state water court.** State legislation clarifying procedures for judicial adjudication of groundwater basins could be part of a broader proposal to establish a water court with jurisdiction over all surface and groundwater rights litigation, including basin adjudications. Adjudications, and water law more generally, is a complex area of litigation both procedurally and legally. Early adjudications benefited from a few key players, such as Judge Moore and certain attorneys that worked on several adjudications. The Colorado water courts, specialized state courts with exclusive subject-matter jurisdiction over water rights and water use, could serve as the beginning.
of a template for a water court system in California.\textsuperscript{208}

A California water court would provide needed expertise and alleviate the burden on the general trial courts. Currently, parties to groundwater litigation must often pay for experts to provide independent advice to the court\textsuperscript{209} due to the complexities of the case. In a dispute over appointment of the watermaster for Chino basin, for example, the Judge sought the advice of both outside counsel and an independent engineer in order to “deal[] with the barrage of complex arguments hurled at him by the seasoned water lawyers who represented water producers.”\textsuperscript{210} Specialized knowledge is particularly important in water cases, in which a few well-resourced parties can overwhelm a judge with both scientific jargon and obscure water law theory. One alternative that would not require legislation would be greater use of the court reference process, by which the court requests expert advice and an investigation of the basin by the SWRCB.

**Improve the tracking of groundwater use statewide and consolidation of local groundwater data.** The Legislature could continue to work to improve our understanding of California’s groundwater resources. Past adjudications have often stumbled over defining existing groundwater rights and use in the basin. Understanding the physical facts of a basin and historical water use, a task previously given to the Division of Water Resources, often took years of study and cost the parties substantial sums of money to fund. Thus, court adjudications could be greatly simplified if groundwater data was available and made reasonably consistent between basins.

*Under Water*, the first brief in this series, described the need for better groundwater monitoring and data collection statewide.\textsuperscript{211} In particular, I recommended that local water districts submit standardized data on groundwater elevation, use and quality. I also recommended accurate metering of all groundwater use, an inevitable requirement of any adjudication. Finally, I recommended the establishment of a publicly accessible, statewide database to collate this data.

### B. Reforms to improve management of adjudicated groundwater basins

Management of current and future adjudicated basins should be made more consistent, making it easier for water users to comply with requirements in multiple adjudicated basins and increasing the potential for market-based exchange of water rights. The water rights system should promote and reward efficient use of water and environmental protection.

The below recommendations explain how, by unbundling groundwater rights, the watermaster (potentially in coordination with the parties and the court) could accomplish these goals for an adjudicated basin. I recommend a new system for defining and using these unbundled rights. These are changes that can be implemented through amendments to the adjudication judgment, with no change in the underlying water law.

**Create entitlement shares to represent each right holder’s portion of the groundwater resources.** Under California water law today, part of the groundwater right—both overlying and appropriative—is the “entitlement” to a portion of the basin’s water supply. Under my proposed system, an entitlement share should be defined as the perpetual or ongoing right to exclusively access a share of water from a specified consumptive water pool. Separate pools would represent overlying and appropriative water rights, respectively.

The amount of water represented by the correlative and appropriative pools should be the total amount that could be claimed by all right holders, overlying and appropriative, respectively, in the basin. In an adjudication, this total represents each right holder’s defined right. Essentially, the court would tally all the claimed rights for each group—correlative and appropriative—in order to define the total number of shares for each pool. Entitlement shares, because they represent the total claims to the water in the basin, may exceed the amount of water...
Under California’s existing groundwater rights management system, a grouping of concepts makes up the right to produce water from a basin. The overlying right holder’s share of the basin (and current need) defines the amount that he may periodically extract. Reasonable and beneficial use limits his right and the manner in which he uses his periodic share. His entire right is appurtenant, tied to the overlying land. An appropriative groundwater right works in a similar manner. The right to a share of the basin, however, is based on a priority system and the produced water can be used on another’s land. Thus, appropriative rights are not appurtenant, but rather tied to a diversionary point.

Under my proposed groundwater rights management system, the distinct parts of the groundwater right are “unbundled,” meaning that these parts can be referred to as distinct objects. The entitlement share embodies the idea of priority in appropriative rights or the basin share in overlying rights. The watermaster issues periodic allocation shares based on the entitlement, in much the same way that right holder’s share of the basin (and any relevant priority) defines his periodic extraction. The extraction right remains tied to either the overlying land or the diversion. Here, the extraction right embodies the concepts of reasonable and beneficial use under the existing system. Together with the allocation, the extraction right limits the production amount.
that can safely be withdrawn from the basin. (Note that the amount of water each right holder may periodically withdraw, given their entitlement shares and the watermaster’s determination of safe yield, is represented by allocations. Safe yield is not essential to defining entitlement shares.)

The Chino basin adjudication, for example, defined distinct pools for three groups: overlying agricultural, overlying non-agricultural and appropriative. The 1178 agricultural pool members shared 82,800 af/yr but the court did not further distinguish their individual share of that pool. The 12 members of the non-agricultural pool had individual rights that totaled 7,366 af/yr. The appropriative pool consisted of 22 producers whose individually defined rights totaled 49,834 af/yr.

c For narrative simplicity, I am omitting some of the details of these specifications.

Under my recommendation for entitlement shares, Chino basin would have two pools: a correlative pool totaling 90,166 acre-feet worth of entitlement shares and an appropriative pool totaling 49,834 acre-feet worth of entitlement shares. Each right holder would receive entitlement shares representing his portion of the respective pool. Ideally, each agricultural pool member would receive individually-defined entitlement shares (and thus have individually defined overlying rights), although other means of apportionment could be used if necessary (such as using a committee to hold the entitlements in trust for all agricultural users equally, which could obviate the need to define individual rights for each member).

Imagine a basin in which the overlying users currently have rights amounting to 1000 acre-feet. Using proportional shares, overlying user (1), holding rights to 250 acre-feet, would receive 250 entitlement shares of the correlative pool if each share was initially valued at 1 acre-foot. Overlying user (2), holding rights to 125 acre-feet, would correspondingly receive 125 entitlement shares.
The correlative pool would represent the water rights of overlying users.

Correlative Pool. The correlative pool would represent the maximum potential water devoted to overlying rights. In other words, if all overlying right holders extracted water for beneficial and reasonable use on their overlying lands, the correlative pool would represent the water used. When creating entitlements to a correlative pool, the primary issue is how those entitlements represent an owner’s right to a portion of the pool. An entitlement could represent the right to a fixed amount of the pool, a percentage of the total pool, or one of a number of equal shares—much like shares of stock in a company. I recommend that the watermaster take the latter approach, for the following reasons.

In my proposal, entitlements are defined in terms of shares, similar to the way corporations issue shares of stock. An owner of 1% of all outstanding shares would be entitled to 1% of the correlative pool. Issuing new shares for new overlying uses would effectively dilute all existing shares, which corresponds to the idea that overlying right holders share the basin resource equally. Referencing past allocations and current water projections would allow entitlement owners to estimate the “worth” of each entitlement share in af/yr.

Using the Chino basin example, the correlative pool would consist of 90,166 shares. At the start, each share would represent approximately 1 af/yr. The twelve non-agricultural members would be awarded 7,366 shares of the total. The agricultural pool members would control the remaining shares.

As in Figure 9, imagine a basin in which the overlying users currently have rights amounting to 1000 acre-feet. Using fixed amounts for entitlements, overlying user (1), holding rights to 250 acre-feet, would receive 250 acre-feet of entitlements to the correlative pool. Overlying user (2), holding rights to 125 acre-feet, would correspondingly receive 125 acre-feet of entitlements to the pool.

![Figure 10 | Entitlements by Amount](image-url)
This proposal offers several benefits over competing options, including the status quo. Early adjudications, such as Raymond basin, relied on awarding each right holder a fixed amount of water from the basin. Entitlement shares could take a similar approach. One entitlement share, for example, could entitle the owner to periodic allocations of 1 acre-foot from the correlative pool. This would limit overlying rights holders to a fixed amount based on their reasonable beneficial use. But defining an entitlement as the right to a specific amount of the total correlative pool, though conceptually simple, does not easily account for an overdraft situation, in which no overlying right holder should receive his full share of the pool. I therefore do not recommend it.

Later adjudications, such as the Main San Gabriel River basin, have often awarded rightsholders a percentage of water from the basin. This allows the watermaster to periodically adjust the amount of water extracted from the basin. Under this approach, one entitlement share would represent a fixed percentage, say 0.1% of the total correlative pool. This communicates the idea that in an overdraft, each overlying user should share in the reduction. But it potentially allows overlying users to exceed their reasonable use, because a percentage share lacks any upper limit on the water entitlement.

Moreover, entitlements representing percentages would not easily allow

As in Figure 9 and Figure 10, imagine a basin in which the overlying users currently have rights amounting to 1000 acre-feet. Using percentages for entitlements, overlying user (1), holding rights to 250 acre-feet, would receive entitlements worth 25% of the correlative pool. Overlying user (2), holding rights to 125 acre-feet, would correspondingly receive entitlements worth 12.5% of the correlative pool.
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expansion for new use, as required by Goleta basin and Mojave Water District. The percentage represented by the existing entitlements should not exceed 100%, which means that the total number of entitlements could not be changed without changing the definition of what one entitlement share represented.

My proposed solution, defining entitlements in terms of shares, avoids these difficulties.

**Appropriative Pool.** The appropriative pool would represent the maximum potential water devoted to appropriative rights. The fact that appropriative rights are lower priority than correlative rights would be accounted for in the allocation shares, discussed below. To determine priority among appropriative right holders, I recommend that each entitlement share of the appropriative pool represent a fixed amount of water, say 1 af, with an assigned priority.

Groundwater appropriators typically have rights defined as a specific amount, based on their historical use. Unlike overlying users, there is no sense under California law in which appropriators share in the total groundwater yield; the appropriator with the oldest priority typically receives his entire share before any junior appropriators.

Totaling all appropriative rights claims in a basin will define the appropriative pool. Each entitlement share to that pool can be defined as the right to a specific amount, say 1 af, with a specific priority date. As discussed below, allocation shares will be periodically awarded based on this priority. Note that this means that junior priority entitlement shares would be more risky—and thus less valuable—than senior priority shares, because in any given year a junior priority share may not receive allocation shares equal to their full claim. This closely corresponds with how appropriative rights are currently handled in an adjudicated groundwater basin.

In the Chino basin example given above, the twenty-two appropriators would receive 49,834 entitlement shares, if each share represented 1 af.

Periodically award allocation shares to entitlement owners. Another part of the groundwater right—again, both overlying and appropriative—under California law today is the right to periodically extract a specific volume of water from the basin. This right depends on safe yield. From this right I would define an “allocation share,” representing the right to withdraw a specific volume of water from the basin.

The value of the allocation—in acre-feet—would vary by year, from 0% to 100% of the holder’s entitlement, based on the watermaster’s estimate of safe yield. Granting allocation shares to entitlement holders is a bit like issuing dividends to stockholder. By periodically awarding allocation shares to entitlement holders, the watermaster is, in effect, allowing periodic withdrawals from the basin in proportion to each user’s right.

Based on the safe yield of the basin, the watermaster would periodically calculate a total amount of water that may be withdrawn from the basin. (I discuss the determination of the safe yield in more detail below.) The watermaster would then first devote all or some of that total amount to the correlative pool. Any excess amount would be devoted to the appropriative pool. This is the same type of split currently done pursuant to the common law and procedures customarily followed in each adjudicated basin.

Currently, water users in an adjudicated basin generally have to file paperwork with the watermaster after each Water Year, detailing their water use for that Water Year. Excess use beyond their right can be penalized; unused water may be carried over to the following Water Year. This system of measurement after-the-fact may be efficient from a paperwork standpoint, but it limits the watermaster’s ability to respond to seasonal changes in water use and invites errors that would invalidate the safe yield of the basin.

Instead, a water user should not be allowed to extract any water without holding an appropriate number of allocation shares. One allocation share would allow the holder to extract a specific amount, say 1 af, from the basin. As discussed below, the holder...
Once the watermaster determines the safe yield for a given period, he first looks to fulfill the correlative pool. If the defined maximum for the correlative pool is not met, then all of the water will be allocated to holders of entitlements to the correlative pool, in proportion to the shares held by each. If there is available water beyond the defined maximum for the correlative pool, then the excess goes to the appropriative pool. The watermaster first issues allocation shares for this pool to the senior appropriator (i.e., the person holding the senior entitlement shares). If any water remains available, the junior appropriator (i.e., the person holding the junior entitlement shares) would receive his allocation. Each water user may then use his allocation shares, in accordance with his extraction right, to produce water from the basin.
would have to have physical access to the basin, in the form of sufficient extraction rights, to actually use the allocation share to extract water from the basin. Allocation shares would be retired in conjunction with water extraction. For example, users could be required to submit to the water master extraction totals and sufficient allowance shares to cover that extraction on a monthly basis. There should be no distinction between allocation shares held by appropriators versus overlying users.

Defining water rights in an adjudicated basin in terms of entitlements and allocations should bring the rights closer to the initial conception of such rights under the law. Overlying users retain a sense in which they share in the yield of the basin because their entitlements are based on percentage shares. Appropriators can receive entitlements in line with their priority.

**Correlative Pool.** In most adjudications, groundwater appropriators have a lower priority than overlying users and thus receive water only after the needs of overlying users have been fulfilled. To reflect this priority, the correlative pool would have a defined maximum (reflecting the total potential overlying rights for the basin). In a flood year, the watermaster might be able to award the maximum amount to the correlative pool and entitlement holders would thus get 100% of their potential right. In a drought year, the watermaster might only award 50% of the maximum amount to the correlative pool.

I recommended above that overlying users be given entitlement shares, in order to allow for potential expansion due to use of formerly unexercised rights. Any new use approved by the watermaster would subsequently increase the defined maximum for the pool. Note that some adjudication judgment may not allow expansion of the total amount of water dedicated to the correlative pool.

In the Chino basin example, the defined maximum for the correlative pool is 90,166 acre-feet. Assume that each allocation share represents 0.1 acre-feet. If the watermaster determines that the safe yield allows withdrawal of 63,166 acre-feet, then the holder of one entitlement share would receive 7 allocation shares allowing her to withdraw 0.7 acre-feet. If the safe yield changes in the following year, entitlement holders will each receive more or less allocation shares accordingly.

**Appropriate Pool.** For groundwater appropriators today, users are periodically allowed to withdraw water from the basin in line with their priority. Presuming any water is left after accounting for overlying users, the watermaster then allows appropriators to withdraw water, starting with the most senior right holder. A junior right holder receives an allocation only after fulfillment of the senior right holder.

The same system would be used for allocation shares issued to entitlements for the appropriative pool. Allocations would be awarded to the holders of entitlement shares, in order of priority of those entitlement shares, until the remaining safe yield was allocated.

Imagine that, in the Chino basin example, the watermaster finds that users may withdraw 100,166 acre-feet total. The first 90,166 acre-feet would go to the correlative pool, discussed above. The remaining 10,000 acre-feet would go to appropriators. Of the twenty-two appropriators, assume that one holds the 5,000 most senior entitlement shares and another holds 10,000 second-most senior (“junior”) entitlement shares. Assume again that 1 allocation share is worth 0.1 acre-feet and each appropriative entitlement share is worth 1 acre-foot. Then appropriators are entitled to 100,000 allocation shares corresponding to the 10,000 acre-feet of the safe yield. The watermaster would issue 50,000 allocation shares to the senior holder. The junior holder would receive the remaining 50,000 allocation shares.

**Use extraction rights, tied to the land, to prevent localized harm from excess groundwater production.** Overlying rights under current California water law are appurtenant in part to protect against localized harm from excess production. Similarly, a watermaster can regulate the method of extraction of groundwater appropriators.
In place of appurtenancy of the entire water right, I would define an “extraction right” as the right to use a piece of land to pump groundwater. The watermaster would place appropriate limits on the amount of that extraction solely to protect the basin and neighboring users from harm. This extraction right would be appurtenant, and distinct from entitlement and allocation shares. In any given year, the extraction right may further constrain a right holder’s ability to produce water.

Regulation of extraction in a groundwater basin is extremely important for economic and environmental reasons. Oversight is required to avoid damage to the basin storage capacity, interference with neighboring wells, water quality problems, excessive adjacent streamflow reduction, and other environmental harms. A watermaster may have reason to limit extractions in specific areas. Limiting extractions may prevent salt water intrusion near the coast. Limiting extractions may similarly prevent migration of contaminated groundwater. And some areas of a basin may require higher water levels due to physical characteristics, such as susceptibility to subsidence.

Under the common law, an overlying right is appurtenant to the land, meaning that is tied to the land and generally cannot be transferred without transferring the land along with the overlying right. An appropriation of groundwater similarly relies on a “diversion,” such as a groundwater pump, that is tied to the land. Linking the groundwater right to the land allows the law to consider and limit the above set of potential localized harms.

For groundwater users, then, extraction rights are already an inherent part of the “groundwater rights” bundle today. The combination of water law and California’s constitutional requirement that all water use be reasonable limits the practical use of one’s groundwater right. And all groundwater rights are tied to the overlying land or the relevant extraction point. Identifying and imposing water use limitations via an explicit extraction right thus should not constitute a taking, but rather simply a better system to enforce an existing limitation on groundwater rights.

Extraction rights would represent that part of the bundled overlying or appropriative right that is appurtenant to the land.

In my recommendations, however, neither entitlement nor allocation shares are appurtenant. Instead, the owner of a groundwater well would require two things in order to make use of that well: an allocation share representing the amount of water that may be withdrawn and an extraction right regulating the method of withdrawal. (The owner may have received an allocation share through owning an entitlement, or he could have purchased an allocation share on the open market). An extraction right could be limited by the watermaster pursuant to reasonable use to prevent harm to the basin. If the user reaches the extraction limit without using all of his allocation, he could either keep the allocation for use in another accounting period or transfer it (sell it) as the adjudication rules allow.

Account for environmental liabilities before allocating water in the basin. “Safe yield” is perhaps the key term in an adjudication, because it provides the overarching limit on water withdrawals within the basin. The safe yield of the basin is supposed to be the amount of groundwater that may be produced without harming the rights of water users, long-term supply, or the environs. Sometimes, however, calculation of the safe yield seeks to prevent harm to the long-term water supply without accounting for these other potential harms. I recommend, therefore, that the safe yield of the basin—used for determining periodic allocation shares—include consideration of these various environmental liabilities. In addition, certain environmental needs—such as minimum streamflow—should receive dedicated, non-tradable entitlements from the correlative pool.

I use the term “environmental liabilities” to represent the environmental water need. This would include protecting minimum streamflow, compliance with environmental statutes (such as the Endangered Species Act) and court judgments, and other environmental concerns (such as protecting water quality). These are “liabilities” in the sense that water must be taken from the basin.
total basin amount in order to fulfill these needs.

Besides environmental liabilities, at least two other types of water needs are worth noting. First, groundwater production should not interfere with surface rights. In part, this is why I recommended, in Part 4.A above, that courts require adjacent surface right holders to join in adjudication of a groundwater basin. Second, outstanding allocations would need to be tracked and accounted for prior to issuing a new round of allocation shares. Gradual retirement of allocation shares would limit the scope of this issue.

A system of entitlements and allocations can account for environmental water need in several ways. The state or interested parties could purchase allocations to protect water levels in certain areas. Or the environment could be granted a set of entitlement shares that are awarded allocations along with other entitlement holders. The best approach, however, would be to account for environmental liabilities before allocating water in the basin.

Because the environment does not “extract” groundwater in the same sense that water users extract groundwater, limiting environmental analysis to a defined entitlement would be overly restrictive. By only allocating water within the safe yield minus any environmental liabilities, environmental liabilities can be accounted for by the watermaster before any allocation occurs. Such liabilities would include the amount of water needed to reach specified water level targets, to reverse waterdraft or prevent seawater intrusion, for example.

Here, the watermaster’s determination of safe yield plays an essential role in protecting the basin and its environs. Defining safe yield appropriately means considering the time scale to measure limits on extraction, the definition of significant harm and the role of artificial water supplies.

First, watermasters and courts should rely on models of future and present water conditions, not historical averages, when determining safe yield and water allocations for a basin. Most adjudications look to annual extractions but consider the limit to be a long-term average annual quantity. For example, the maximum extraction is often equated with the amount of recharge to the basin over a set number of years. Judges tend to impose physical solutions at one point in time but may not account for changes in hydrologic solutions & human impacts.

Second, “significant harm” should be considered a spectrum, not a specified limit. Overdraft of a basin is desirable in times of drought so long as that overdraft is limited and storage space remains recoverable (presuming, of course, that the overdraft does not deprive connected streams of environmentally necessary baseflow). The adjudication for Central basin, as one good example, looks to “eventual depletion or permanent damage” in defining harm. An efficient definition of safe yield would allow for overdraft in times of drought but guarantee a return to an efficient water level for the basin.

Third, the safe yield need not distinguish artificial or imported water from natural recharge. Considering only natural supplies may result in a more consistent safe yield from year to year but may not reflect actual conditions, particularly in basins, such as Central, with high amounts of imported water. Adjudications take a varied approach to this question. Some do not explicitly consider artificial water supplies one way or another; others explicitly distinguish natural safe yield from other forms of safe yield and yet others consider artificial replenishment to be part of the safe yield calculation.

So long as allocation shares represent the total outstanding amount of potential withdrawals, how the water got into the basin remains relatively unimportant. Safe yield merely reflects the estimated amount of water that should remain in the basin at any given point in time. The safe yield
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‘Safe yield’ is perhaps the key term in an adjudication, because it provides the overarching limit on water withdrawals within the basin.
does not vary based on where the water comes from; the crucial question, instead, is only whether a given amount of water is in the basin. I explain below how storage in a groundwater basin should result in the award of allocation shares, thus “balancing the books” between produced and imported water. And extraction rights can protect local areas of the basin from excessive extraction.

Notwithstanding the above discussion, an environmental entitlement would also be useful. An environmental entitlement, functionally equivalent to other groundwater entitlements, would vary in allocation based on normal climatic variation. Replicating such variability, even at drastically lower levels of water flow because of human intervention, can improve the health of some aquatic ecosystems. In addition, extraction rights, defined above, can also safeguard against local environmental harms.

**Use a storage license to prevent harm to the basin and require those who seek to store water in the basin to convert the right to stored water to basin allocation share.**

Regulation of the storage of groundwater in a basin, as with the regulation of extraction, is extremely important for economic and environmental reasons. Groundwater basins are an economically efficient means to store water for later use, in order to reduce the harmful impacts of extreme droughts.

---

**Figure 13 | Division of the groundwater basin resources**

The rectangle above conceptualizes a groundwater basin. Out of the total water available in the basin (in blue), the watermaster must periodically determine the safe yield. In order to do so, the watermaster must consider a number of competing water needs (represented in the dark blue rows).
or floods, avoid waste of reclaimed water discharged to water bodies, and encourage stormwater recapture in urban areas. Oversight is required to avoid damage to the basin water quality and damage via flooding—through negligent use of basin storage.

Watermasters in adjudicated basins should develop a consistent storage license that would allow the owner to use a piece of land, in a regulated manner, to store water in the basin. Because the potential negative effects of recharge are related to where and how the recharge occurs, this storage license should be tied to the land. And instead of a potentially undefined right to access that water in the future, the licensed storage user should receive—at the time of the storage—an appropriate number of allocation shares. The storage user would retain no further claim to the stored water.

Storage rights are (arguably) not part of the bundle of groundwater rights. To date, California state courts have not allowed overlying owners either to exclude others from using aquifer storage space or to exact any type of compensation for such use. The right to store and subsequently withdraw water from a basin turns instead on whether one has access to a supply of imported, recycled or recaptured water, a spreading basin or similar recharge mechanism, and the means to later extract the water. Limitations on the storage right typically reference a reasonableness standard.

One may wish to store water in the basin for a variety of reasons: to replace or replenish water use; to temporarily store carryover rights; to store natural runoff; or to store imported water. In some basins, there may be only a few large producers that take an interest in water storage. For example, the District and Golden Hills began a project in 2001 to enhance a spreading operation for storage of SWP water in the Tehachapi basin in 2001. LADWP has long taken an interest in storage of imported water in the San Fernando Valley basin. When an adjudication considers water storage, the general approach has been to let any party use the basin for storage so long as they first obtain a storage agreement from the watermaster. A party that obtains a storage agreement from the watermaster gains the right to place water into the basin. This water is typically imported from outside the basin. According to the typical storage agreement, when storing the water the party simultaneously gains the right to withdraw the water.

The watermaster ensures that the storage does not have adverse impacts on other producers or the region as a whole. The watermaster also verifies the amount of water stored and later recovered for use by the party.

In order to enforce a storage agreement, the watermaster must have the authority to limit third parties from extracting stored water. Because groundwater is essentially fungible, in practice this means that other users cannot extract more than their portion of the safe yield minus the stored amount. A watermaster may also require discretion to limit the total amount of groundwater stored. (Usually this is not a problem, as the adjudication typically occurs when there is too little water stored, not too much.)

My recommended shift to the use of a storage license is quite similar to existing use of storage agreements. The main difference affects how the watermaster accounts for stored water. Shifting to the use of a consistent storage license would help track the use of groundwater storage and make the use of such storage more flexible. The storage right would represent the maximum amount that can be stored via recharge on that piece of land, within guidelines set forth by the watermaster. When water is stored—that is, when the user causes artificial recharge to occur—the user would receive allocation shares equivalent to some percentage of the stored water. e Note that my recommendation concerning a storage license is not meant to supplant the State Water Resources Control Board’s permitting authority for underground storage of surface water. The storage license regulates the use of the groundwater basin for storage, to limit potential harms to the basin, environment and users; the storage license is not meant to regulate potential issues with surface water rights. The Board’s permitting would, conceivably, operate in parallel with the storage license and any related extraction right.

---

Watermasters in adjudicated basins should develop a consistent storage license that would allow the owner to use a piece of land, in a regulated manner, to store water in the basin.
(Because groundwater storage involves more unknowns than, say, a bank transfer, the ratio of stored water to allocation should not be 1:1.) The allocation shares would be equivalent to the allocation shares awarded to other holders of entitlements within the basin: the allocation would allow the holder to extract a specified quantity of water from the basin.

All water in the basin—stored or naturally recharged—would be potentially eligible for future allocation to entitlement holders, as the safe yield permits. Thus the right to extract stored water is integrated into the water management system.

Awarding allocation shares for recharge in combination with the use of an exchange market for allocations, per my recommendation below, would provide powerful incentives and flexibility regarding water storage. For example, a municipality might wish to capture stormwater in an urban area to recharge its groundwater basin. Presuming the municipality would otherwise have consumptive rights to the stormwater, it could acquire a storage license that awarded it allocation shares in exchange for stormwater recharge. The municipality could immediately sell those allocation shares on a market exchange in order to provide continued funding (or debt payment) for its stormwater recharge program.

Instead of “carry-over” credits in a basin, require periodic retirement of unused allocations. To allow for flexible use while improving enforcement of the basin’s safe yield, allocation shares should expire at a fixed rate. For example, an allocation share could be defined to lose 1/3 of its initial value—in acre-feet—per year from the issue date, thereby encouraging relatively prompt use of allocation shares while allowing for flexibility in use over a three-year period.

For various reasons, some administrative and some historical, the right to extract water from a basin is typically quantified in terms of amount extracted over the course of a Water Year. Use of the Water Year for accounting is simultaneously overly broad and overly restrictive. For some basins, the real concern may be excessive seasonal withdrawals that necessitate a more restrictive accounting mechanism. Water users, on the other hand, would prefer more flexibility about when they can use their water allocations. For some basins, seasonal water allocations would better match basin conditions. One could allow such flexibility through better use of water transfers, discussed below, along with allocations that gradually lose value over time, instead of an all-or-none structure.

Producers are typically allowed to “carry over” a portion of their unused annual allocation to the next water year. Typically, the adjudication sets forth a hierarchy that establishes how water withdrawals are categorized. The first withdrawal of the water year may be deemed carry over water, if any is available. Once carry over water is used, then following withdrawals may be deemed trading pool water, then reduction of the producer’s annual allocation, etc.

Carry over provisions provide flexibility to producers but are typically limited in amount to avoid excessive withdrawals from the basin in any given year. In West Coast basin, for example, a producer can carry over 10% of her annual allocation or 2 af, whichever is larger. Other basins are more lenient. Producers in San Gabriel or Puente basins may carry over 100% of their annual allocation for one year. Santa Paula basin only restricts production over a seven-year period; there are no limits on a producer’s annual production or carry over so long as they remain within 7x annual allocation. Some judgments allow emergency carry over in addition to the annual carry over provision.

Instead of defining a “carry-over” percentage, the better accounting solution would be to retire older allowances on a fixed schedule. In West Coast basin, for example, a producer left with 1000 acre-feet allocation at the end of an entitlement period could be required to “retire” 90%, leaving him with 100 acre-feet allocation at the start of the next entitlement period (along with his new allocation for the new entitlement period). This last 100 acre-feet allocation would be retired if not used within the new entitlement period. This accounting would be functionally equivalent to the West.
Coast basin’s current 10% carry-over rule. The difference between carry-over and retirement lies in the benefits of the latter for identifying liabilities in the basin and encouraging accurate pricing and exchange of allocations. As discussed above, the watermaster should be required to determine outstanding liabilities which are subtracted from the safe yield to determine the total allocation. Summing the total outstanding allocations is an easy way to calculate basin liability, and prevents the watermaster from “double-counting” and thereby granting allocations in excess of the safe yield.

If the basin rule requires 90% retirement in the first year followed by full retirement in the second year, older allowances become cheaper in an exchange market. It is obviously in the allocation owner’s interest to use these older allowances first, thus obviating the need for complicated hierarchies of water use. And the exchange market similarly prices older allowances at lower value, knowing that they will soon be retired.

**Increase exchange of water allocations and entitlements.** The watermaster should encourage market-based trading of both allocation and entitlement shares. A modern water trading market would accommodate trading both within a groundwater basin and between basins. The market would need to be liquid—that is, with sufficient trading activity to encourage participation and decrease the risk of market abuse—and have relatively low transaction costs. Environmental and economic concerns would mean the market should remain highly regulated but these concerns would be chiefly addressed within the scope of the market rules.

Allocations and entitlements should both be transferable. As enforceable contracts in their own right, there is no particular reason to restrict their exchange to only parties within jurisdiction of the basin. Allocations and entitlements are only part of, not the whole, water right. An entitlement share only grants a right to periodic allocation shares of the safe yield within that basin, which ultimately remains under the jurisdiction of the adjudicating court. An allocation is simply the right to an amount of groundwater from the basin; who owns that right is irrelevant. Furthermore, the allocation is useless without use of an extractive right, which is limited to parties of the adjudication because an extractive right is tied to the land. The extractive right, because it is tied to the point of extraction, could help alleviate concerns over the potential for transfers to negatively affect return flows, for example. The law would apply the limitations and rules for use of allocations and entitlements to any purchaser of those contracts.

If a watermaster becomes concerned that excessive amounts of produced water would be used on land outside the basin (thus potentially lowering recharge to the basin), the appropriate response would be to limit the extraction rights accordingly, not the entitlement or allocation shares. In southern California, with its dependence on imported water, more trading between adjudicated basins would not necessarily be harmful given the rather artificial nature of the current urban ecosystem.

A functional exchange for entitlements and allocations provides a solution for producers who require additional water. Presuming that the producer would not exceed his extraction right—which would potential result in harm to the basin and be forbidden by the watermaster’s rules—the producer could acquire additional allocations beyond his periodic allocation.

Furthermore, a water exchange market provides a more elegant solution to the issue of replacement water in an adjudicated basin. Today, when a producer pumps in excess of his annual allocation, the typical response in an adjudication is to require the producer to pay a replacement water assessment. That assessment is supposed to cover the cost to the watermaster to purchase water to replace the excess water pumped by the producer.

---

Note that transferable allocation shares means that overlying right holders could sell their allocation shares to appropriative right holders, and vice-versa. It is the extraction right, not the allocation share, that would be appurtenant. The allocation share should retain no limitation on place of use.
The above figure represents a potential water exchange market. Each line with an arrow represents the transfer of shares and the corresponding water production associated with that transfer. The figure represents a point in time when the watermaster issues allocations based on the safe yield of the basin.

Overlying user (B) sells his entitlements to Appropriator (A). Overlying user (B) thus has no allocation shares and will not produce water at this time.

Appropriator (A) receives allocation shares from the appropriative pool and another set of allocation shares from the correlative pool (corresponding to the purchased entitlement shares from B.)

Overlying user (C) receives allocation shares from the correlative pool, which he then sells to overlying user (D).

Overlying user (D) uses his purchased allocations (from C and E) to extract much more than his "normal" amount from the basin. I presume here that D’s extraction right would not limit his use.

Storage user (E) has a storage license to recharge the basin. Upon verified recharge, E receives an allocation share that he sells to D.
Replacement water assessments are a financial risk for the watermaster. If replacement water costs spike, it is the watermaster left footing the bill. Alternatively, no replacement water may be obtained and the safe yield will thus not be met. Replacement water assessments are an inefficient, risky answer to the problem of producers who lack sufficient water access.

Instead, producers who require replacement water should have to purchase allocations on the exchange market. Water users, including the watermaster, with storage rights would generate allocations by storing imported water in the basin, which in turn could be sold to producers who formerly paid for replacement water. Requiring exchange of allocations instead of exchange of money protects the safe yield in the basin and the finances of the watermaster.

**Conclusion**

Together, these reforms provide a potential structure for defining groundwater rights in basins throughout California. Preferably this would occur as part of a larger water management reform for California, without the need to adjudicate each and every basin.

By beginning with structural reforms to existing groundwater management, southern California can begin to reap the benefits without waiting for statewide reform. Over the long run, however, either the California legislature will reform groundwater management or the legislature will leave it to the courts to adjudicate every major basin in California. For climate change, development and population growth will inevitably force a clash among groundwater users (and surface water users) statewide.
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Id. at 133.


BloMquist, supra note 85, at 257 (“The OCWD simply poured more water into the basin than pumpers pulled out.”).

Id. at 270

Id.


See Trelease, supra note 91, at 1225 (“Unquestionably, adjudication by a court is the only reliable way to determine the rights of users from a groundwater basin.”); Michael P. Mallory, Groundwater: A Call for a Comprehensive Management Program, 14 PAC. L.J. 1279, 1290 (1983) (“[G]roundwater users have very uncertain ideas of what their respective rights are if the basin has not been adjudicated.”).

John E. Thorson et al., Dividing Western Waters: A Century of Adjudicating Rivers and Streams, 8 U. DEM. WATER L. REV. 355, 406 (2005). Some states turned to statutory adjudication procedures while others developed an administrative authority. California has done neither. California statutory law does provide a procedure by which a court may, in an adjudication, request the State Water Resources Control Board (formerly handled by the Division of Water Resources) to conduct an investigation into the physical facts and existing rights for a groundwater basin. See supra note 104 and accompanying text. Cal. Water Code § 2000.

See supra Part 3.1.6.

BloMquist, supra note 85, at 288.

Russell Kletzing, Imported Groundwater Banking: The Kern Water Bank—A Case Study, 19 PAC. L.J. 1225, 1243 (1988); id. at 1257 (noting that Metropolitan, the CVP and the SWP have alleviated groundwater overdrafts in their respective areas via water importation).

Andrews & Fairfax, supra note 4, at 187.

See id. (attributing the reduction in overdraft to surface water projects in California).

Surface water adjudications work in this manner. Facing a water shortage, the regulating agency or watermaster for the river cut off water to junior users, to protect the rights of senior users.

Cutting off groundwater appropriators to benefit overlying users, for example, would likely mean cutting off major industrial or municipal users in order to allow an overlying user to irrigate his plot of land. With a functioning water transfers market, however, the choice becomes less stark.

See BLOMQVIST, supra note 85, at 184 (“[W]ater rights transfers in the Main San Gabriel Basin help move groundwater production from those who value it less to those who value it more.”).

See, e.g., adjudications for West, Chino and Mojave River basins.


For example, with sufficient market liquidity, brokers or aggregators could facilitate trading of smaller lots of entitlement or allocation shares. Such brokers would require regulatory oversight, but would not necessarily be a party to the adjudication itself.

See, e.g., supra note 184.

HADDAH, supra note 41, at 5.

See HANAK ET AL., supra note 190, at 137 (“All major water projects in California were designed assuming that hydrologic conditions in the recent past represent future conditions.”)

Id. at 175.

MWD BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE, supra note 190, at 31.


U.S. BUREAU OF RECLAMATION, supra note 196, at 146.

Id. at 147.

MWD BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE, supra note 190, at 34; HANAK ET AL., supra note 190, at 140 (“Even modest rises in sea level will shift salinity landward enough to interfere with Delta water exports and agriculture in the western Delta (Fleenor et al. 2008; Chen et al. 2010).”)

MWD BLUE RIBBON COMMITTEE, supra note 190, at 34.

Id. at 175.

GOVERNOR’S COMMISSION FINAL REPORT, supra note 10, at 237–50. The proposed legislation was meant to modify the rules of civil procedure in groundwater adjudications “to reduce the length and cost of adjudications.” Id. at 169.

GOVERNOR’S COMMISSION FINAL REPORT, supra note 10, at 241 (Art. 4, § 16915).

Id. at 245 (Art. 7, § 16940).

See, e.g., James L. Markham, The California Legislature Should Establish Water Courts, CAL. WATER L. & POL’Y RPR., Feb. 2005, at 123. Similar water courts have been established in Montana. Id. at 123.

Id. at 125.

See, e.g., supra Parts 3.1.1 (Raymond basin) and 3.1.2 (West basin).

Id.
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One share divided by 90,166 total outstanding shares, times the safe yield of 63,166 acre-feet, equals 0.7 acre-feet per entitlement share. If each allocation share represents 0.1 acre-foot, then 0.7 divided by 0.1 equals 7 allocation shares.

See supra Part 1.2 (describing harms from basin overdraft and misuse).

See, e.g., Andrew H. Sawyer, Changing Landscapes and Evolving Law: Lessons from Mono Lake on Takings and the Public Trust, 50 Okla. L. Rev. 311, 329 (1997) (“The California law of water rights imposes a number of limitations on the exercise of those rights that would make it very difficult to establish that any particular regulation or change in definition of water rights is a taking.”).

Kletzing, supra note 179, at 1242.

Hart, supra note 174, at 1233–34.

See, e.g., San Timoteo Watershed Mgmt. Auth. v. City of Banning (Beaumont basin judgment), No. RIC 389197, at 5 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Feb. 4, 2004) (defining “safe yield” only as the maximum quantity that can be produced with lowering the groundwater table).


“[S]ubsurface storage space is a public resource.” Cent. & W. Basin Water Replenishment Dist. v. S. Cal. Water Co., 109 Cal. App. 891, 905 (2003). The right to stored water is tied to the source of that water; it does not attach to the right to extract. Id. at 910. For example, imported water stored in a basin remains the right of the importer. One may divert surface water to underground storage, with the appropriate permit from the State Water Resources Control Board. A groundwater storage license would be distinct from any such surface water permits. If such a permit requires the extraction and reuse of stored water by a particular time or at a particular place, the storage user would use his allocation shares to guarantee such terms.

Id. at 910 (finding no linkage between storage and extraction rights and rejecting carryover rights as a provision that confers storage rights in the Central Basin); see also Peter J. Kiel & Gregory A. Thomas, Banking Groundwater in California: Who Owns the Aquifer Storage Space?, 18 NAT. RESOURCES & ENV’T 25, 28 (2003) (citing City of Los Angeles v. City of Glendale and City of Los Angeles v. City of San Fernando).

A user must have adequate rights to recaptured water, as would likely be the case in an urban coastal area where, without stormwater recapture, the water would flow directly to the ocean. Or the user may have imported surplus water from outside the basin. Cf. City of Pasadena v. City of Alhambra, 33 Cal. 2d 908, 925 (1949) (describing rights to exported surplus water).

See Kiel & Thomas, supra note 223, at 28–29 (describing how an importer likely can recover stored surface water from a basin provided it has the intent to recharge and recover).

Id. at 29.

Cf. S. Cal. Water Co. v. City of La Verne (Six Basins judgment), No. KC029152, at 17–18 (Cal. Sup. Ct. Dec. 18, 1998) (prioritizing loss of storage capacity, with highest going to replenishment water, followed by carryover, native, imported and then other water).

Tehachapi-Cummings County Water Dist., supra note 184, at 10.

Central basin appears to limit the use of storage in the basin to the Replenishment District. See Water Replenishment Dist. of S. Cal. v. City of Cerritos, 202 Cal. App. 4th 1063, 1066 (2012) (finding the trial court has jurisdiction to consider an amendment to the adjudicatory judgment on the question of underground storage space). The Second District has ruled that the trial court has jurisdiction to rule on, and develop a physical solution concerning, the issue of storage space allocation in West Coast basin. Hillside Mem’l Park & Mortuary v. Golden State Water Co., 131 Cal. Rptr. 3d 146, 158 (2011).

Central basin: 20% or 20 af, whichever is larger. Six Basins & Tehachapi basin: 25%.


If the court retains in rem jurisdiction over the entitlement or allocation share, then the jurisdiction follows the share, not the owner. If the court retains in personam jurisdiction, then the limitations attached to use of the allocation or entitlement share follow the sale. The seller cannot sell these shares free of such limitations because the seller never owned a share free of those limitations.
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